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This report contains predicted orbit plots for the IMP-J satellite
for the time period January-December 1976.
	
This satellite has been identi-
fied as an important possible contributor to the International Magneto-
spheric Study (IMS) project.	 The predicted orbit plots are shown in
three projections.	 The time period covered by each set of projections
is 12 days 6 hours, corresponding approximately to the period of IMP-J.
The three coordinate systems used are the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic system
(GSE), the Geocentric Solar Magnetospher.ic system (GSM), and the Solar
Magnetic system (SM).
For the GSE system, the X-axis is along the Earth-Sun line toward
the Sun, and the Z-axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane such that
the Y-axis is toward dusk.	 The GSE projection at the top left.of the set
of three plots shows the satellite trajectory rotated into the X-Y plane
in order to illustrate the relative positions of the satellite and the
bow shock and magnetopause boundaries. 	 Fairfield's model (1971) for the
average position of these boundaries has been used. 	 This model corres-
ponds to a solar wind velocity of 420 km/sec. 	 For positive X values, a
spherical rotation of the satellite radius vector has been performed at
{ constant ecliptic longitude.	 For negative X values, _a cylindrical ro-
tation of the Y and Z components of the radius vector has been performed
at constant X.
For the GSM system, the X-axis is along the Earth -Sun line toward
the Sun, and the X-Z plane contains the geomagnetic dipole such that the
Z-axis is positive northward and the Y-axis is toward dusk.	 The GSM pro-
jection at the top right of the set of three plots shows the satellite 	 a
r' trajectory projected onto the Y-Z plane in order to show the relative
position of the satellite and the neutral sheet. 	 A simple model for the
neutral sheet is assumed: the sheet is hinged onto the geomagnetic equator	 a
at 10 Earth radii in the antisolar direction and lies in the GSH X-Y plane.
The neutral sheet positions are shown as horizontal lines corresponding to
six equally spaced times of the first day covered by the plot. 	 The extent
of the horizontal lines in Y has no significance. 	 The projected tra-
jectories are shown as solid lines for X <` -10 Earth radii and as dashed
lines for X > -10 Earth radii.	 The dashed lines indicate that the satel-
lite is not in the region of the neutral sheet regardless of Z values.
For the SH system, the Z-axis contains the north magnetic pole, and
the Y-axis is perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line toward dusk.	 The satel-
lite trajectory is shown at the bottom of the set of three plots- as mag-
netic latitude and magnetic local time. 	 These values of magnetic lati-
tude and magnetic local time use SM 'latitude and 'longitude as a basis.
For each of the three projections, time ticks and codes are given
on the satellite trajectories.	 The codes are interpreted in the table at
the base of each plot. 	 Time is given in the table as_year/day/decimal
9
1
hour.	 The total time covered by each plot is shown at the bottom of each
table.	 An additional variable is given in the table for each time tick.
F
For the GSM and SM projections this variable is geocentric distance to the
satellite in Earth radii, and for the GSE projection the variable is satel-
lite ecliptic latitude in degrees.
For the orbit predictions shown in this report actual spacecraft
elements for epoch April 1975 were used.	 The predicted elements for
January 1, 1976, are shown in Table 1.
I
II.	 IMP-J ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1976
The low inclination, of the IMP-J satellite precludes encounters with
the direct access (cusp) region, and thus the magnetic latitude/magnetic
local time projections shown in this report are of limited value. 	 How-
ever, ItR'-J provides a number of useful bow shock, magnetopause, and
neutral sheet encounters throughout 1976.-
	
In addition, IMP-J provides a
valuable monitor of the interplanetary medium.
3
The characteristics of the bow shock and magnetopause encounters do
not vary throughout the year. 	 Twice per revolution the satellite en-
counters these boundaries at negative X
GG	
One encounter for boundary
occurs in themidnight/dusk quadrant and 5one in the midnight/dawn quad-
rant.
	
On the average, the satellite spends approximately 20 percent of
each revolution in the nightside nagnetosheath.	 however, there are three
revolutions during the time period Days 111-151 for which I11P-J does
not enter the magnetotail and spends approximately 45 percent of the orbit
period in the nagnetosheath.
Since IMP-J is well suited for monitoring the interplanetary medium,
the times for.which the satellite is in the medium are summarized in
Table 2.	 The entry time corresponds to an outbound encounter with the
bow shock in the midnight/ dawn quadrant, and the exit time corresponds to
an inbound encounter in the midnight/dusk quadrant.	 IMP-J spends approxi-
mately 61 percent of each revolution in the interplanetary medium.
A useful characteristic of the IMP-J orbit in 1976 is the neutral- 	 k
sheet encounters. 	 There are 13 encounters grouped into three periods.
These are summarized in Table 3.	 During each period the encounters occur
on consecutive revolutions and progress froia the dawn to the dusk magneto-
tail.
	
Note that the encounters for the second period occur at a lower
altitude than those in the other periods.
III.	 SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT STATUS
Brief descriptions of the 12 IMP-J experiments are given in
pages 5-13.
	






is shown in Table 4. Three of the IMP-J experimenters appear in the II4S
Directory No. 2. However, only two, D. A. Gurnett and D. J. Williams,
have identified the IMP-J experiments under their IMS Program Summary
numbers.
IV. FUTURE OPERATIONS y
The Satellite Situation Center (SSC) maintains orbit prediction plots
y on 16-mm microfilm for IMP-J of the type shown in this document for the





















SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME — IMP—J
ALTERNATE. NAMES— PL-723A * IMP 8
EXPLORER 50 * 6893
NSSDC ID — 73-078A
LAST REPORTED STATE LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73.
LAUNCH DATE- 1 1/26/73	 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT—	 3719 KG
LAUNCH .SIT''	 CAPE CANAVERAL * UNITED STATES





s	 INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE- 10/29/73
ORBIT PERI00-- 17279. MIN	 INCLINATION— 28.674 DEG
P_z RIAPSIS 141185. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS- 288857. KM ALT
RECA=NT ORBIT PARAMETERS
0 ;; BIT TYPE— GEOCENTRIC	 EPOCH DATE 06/16/75
OI'BIT PERIOD — 1720 y . MIN	 INCLINATION—	 19.07 DEG
PSRIAPSIS- IA3683. KM ALT	 APOAPSIS—`247915. KM ALT
i
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM_PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM	 M.	 DAVIS ••*......**.*.NASA—GSFC
GREENBELT * MD
PS	 J.H. KING . .......*.......NASA —GSFC
GREEN5ELT * MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCPIPTION	 §
IMP 3 ('EXPLORER 50) * THE LAST SATELLITE OF THE I MP
SERIES * WAS A DRUM-SHAPED SPACECRAFT * 135.6 CM ACROSS AND	 j
?	 157*4 CM HIGH * INSTRUMENTED FOR INTERPLANETARY AND MAGtJETOTAIL
µ STUDI ES OF COSMIC RAYS, ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLES * PLASMA * ,AND
ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS. IMP 8 WAS 180 DEG OUT OF ,PHASE
WITH IMP 7 ( WITH' WHOSE DATA MUCH CORRELATION IS INTENDED) AND
WAS EXPECTED T C REMAIN APPR O XIMATELY SO FOR ITS -FIRST 500 DAYS—
1 IN	 ORBIT. 	 ITS INITIAL ORBIT WAS MORE ELLIPTICAL THAN
I NT EV DED * WITH  APOGEE AND PERIGEE DI STANCES OF - ABOUT, 45 AND 25
EARTH RADII.`	 IT IS EXPECTED TO HAVE A NEAR — CIRCULAR ORBIT
AFTER ABOUT TWO Y EARS. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WAS NORMAL TO 	 41
j	 THE ECLIPTIC PLANE • AND THE SPIN RATE WAS 23 RPM. AFTER SOME 	 =
EARLY SPACECRAFT PROBLEMS, WHICH— WERE OVERCOME WITHIN A FEW
WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH, THE SPACECRAFT PERF OPMED NORMALLY
ORIGINAL PAGE 19





{	 _	 1	 i	 1	 1	 1	 I_
------- IMP —Js AGGSON -----------------------------------------
EXPERIMENT NAME — ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS
NSSDC	 ID— 73-07BA -11
LAST REPORTED STATE— LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD	 DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE	 10/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PFRSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR• TL =TEAM LEADER
01=OTNPR INVESTIGATOR• TM=TEAM MEMaEk)




OI	 —	 J.P.	 HEPPNER	 .............NASA—GSFC
GREENBELT• MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A	 BIAXIAL	 ANTENNA	 SYSTEM WITH ELECTROMETERS TO MEASURE
THE	 POTENTIAL	 DIFFERENCE	 BETWEEN	 THE	 TWO	 HALVFS	 OF	 EACH
ANTENNA	 DETERMINED	 THE	 VECTOR	 ELECTROSTATIC	 FIELD	 WITH	 A
SENSITIVITY	 OF	 0.1	 MV	 PER METER. ONE ANTENNA LAID ALONG THE




	 IN	 THE SOLAR WIND.	 IN THE TRANSITION
►REGION• AND	 IN THE GEOMAGNETIC TAIL.
------- IMP— J• BAME -------------------------------------------
c
EXPERIMENT NAME_- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA i
i
,NSSDC	 ID — 73-078A=10 
LAST REPORTED STATE— LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD	 DATA ACOU ISITLON RATE SINCE 10/26/739
EXPERIMENT' PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL 	 INVESTIGATOR29	 TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR• TM=TEAM MEMBER)












	 INTENSITY	 OF	 POSITIVE	 IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE
SOLAR	 WINDS	 MAGNETOSHEA.TH•	 AND MAGNETOTAIL, IONS AS HEAVY AS




	 BY	 CHARGING THE PLATES TU
KNOWN
	 VOLTAGE LEVELS AND ALLOWING THEM TO DISCHARGE WITH KNOWN
{ RC'	 TIME	 CONSTANTSoi	 IN THE SOLAR WIND, .POSITIVE IONS FROM 200	 -
EV	 TO	 S	 KEY	 (15	 PERCENT SPACING, 3 PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND
ELECTRONS
	
FROM	 5	 EV TO 1 KEY (30 PERCENT SPACING * 	 15 PERCENT
i RESOLUTION)
	
WERE	 STUDIED. IN THE MAGNETOSHEATH• POSITIVE IONS





RESOLUTION)	 AND 	 FROM 200 FV TO 20 KEY (30 PERCENT SPACING• 15
PERCENT'	 RESOLUTI0.w r ' ANO	 ELECTRONS	 FROM	 5	 EV	 TO 1 KEY (30
6
PERCENT SPACING, 15 PRCENT RESOLUTION)'WERE`STUDIED. IN THE
MAGNETOTAIL• POSITIVE IONS FROM 200 EV TO 20 KEV (30 PERCENT
SPACING, 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND ELECTRONS FROM 5 EV TO 1
KEV (30 PERCENT SPACING * 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND FROM 100
EV TO 20 KEV (15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) WERE STUDIEDs
-------- IMP— J • BRIDGE ----------------------
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA
NSSDC ID— 73-078A-02
LAST REPORTED STATE LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL-INVESTIGATOR• TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR• TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI	 H•S. BRIDGE • .............MASS INST OF TECH
CAMBRIDGE, MA
Of — A.J• LAZARUS .............MASS INST OF TECH
CAMBRIDGE *
 MA
OI — J.H. BINSACK .............MASS INST OF TECH
CAMBRIUGE• MA	 j
R	 OI — E•F. LYON ...•.............MASS INST OF TECH
CAMBRIDGE • AA
' EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION a
A	 MODULATED	 SPLIT —COLLECTOR	 FARADAY CUP, PERPENDICULAR
TO	 THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS• WAS USED TO STUDY THE UIRECTIONAL
INTENSITY	 OF	 POSITIVE	 ,IONS	 AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND, 1
TRANSITION	 REGION• AND MAGNETOTAIL.
	
ELECTRONS WERE STUUIED IN
EIGHT	 LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED ENERGY CHANNELS BETWEEN 17 EV 3
AND	 7	 KEVa	 POSITIVE	 IONS	 WERE	 STUDIED—	 IN SIGHT CHANNFLS
BETWEEN	 50	 EV AND 7 KEV.	 A SPECTRUM WAS OBTAINED ,EVERY EIGHT
? SPACECRAFT	 REVOLUTIONS. 	 ANGULAR	 INFORMATION WAS 08TAINED IN
EITHER
	
15 EQUALLY SPACED INTERVALS DURING A 360-DEG REVOLUTION









LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPE:RA'TING NORMALLY Y
AT THE STANDARD	 DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR * TL =TEAM LEADER
nr-nTHER.. INVESTIGATOR• TM=TEAM MEMBER)




THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE ENERGY
SPECTRA OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN THE GEOCENTRIC
PANGS' 3,1  TO 40 f,., ( E) TO GIVE FURTHER DATA ON GEOMAGNETIC
STORMS,
	
AURORA*	 TAIL	 AND	 NEUTRAL	 SHEET. AND	 OTHER
MAGNETOSPHER C PHENOMENA. THE 06TECTUR WAS A DUAL-CHANNEL
CURVED PLATE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (LEPEDEA - LUW ENERGY
PROTON'. AND ELECTRON -DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER) WITH 16 ENERGY
INTERVALS BETWEEN 5 EV AND 50 KEV. IT HAD AN ANGULAR FIELD OF
VIEW OF 9 DEG X 25 DEG. THE DETECTOR MAY BE OPERATED IN ONE OF
TWO MODES (1) ONE PROVIDING GOOD ANGULAR RESOLUTION (15
DIRECTIONS FOR EACH PARTICLE E=NERGY BAND) ONCE EACH 272 SEC.
AND (2) ONE PROVIDING GOOD TEMPORAL RESOLUTION IN WHICH THE
ENTI RE ENERGY RANGE IN FOUR DIRECTIONS IS MEASURED EVERY 68
SF_C.
--- --- IMP-J. GLOECKLER 	 -
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLID-STATE DETECTORS
NSSDC ID- 73-07SA-03 i
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR• TL =TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR• TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - G.	 GLOECXLER ...........0 OF MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK• MD
OI	 C.Y. FAN r ...............0 OF ARIZONA 	 i
TUCSON• AZ
OI	 D.K. HOVESTAOT .....•.....MPI
GARCHING9 FED REP OF GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION	 3k	 THIS EXPFRIMENT IS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE COMPOSITION_
AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF LOW-ENERGY PARTICLES OBSERVED DURING
SOLAR FLARES AND 27-DAY RECURRENT EVENTS. THE DETECTORS USED
WILL
	
INCLUDE	 (1)	 AN ELECTR IC ANALYZER` (TO SELECT
PARTICLES OF THE DESIRED ENERGY PER CHARGE) COMBINED WITH AN
ARRAY OF WINDOWLESS SOLID-STATE DETECTORS (TO MEASURE THE
ENERGY LOSS) AND SURROUNDED 3Y AN ANTICOI_NCIDENCE SHIELDING
AND	 (2) A THIN WINDOW PROPORTIONAL COUNTER• SOLID-STATE
PARTICLE TELESCOPE. THE EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE PARTICLE
ENERGIES FROM 0.1 TO 10 ME'V PER CHARGE IN 12 BANDS AND WILL
UNIQUELY IDENTIFY POSITRONS AND -ELECTRONS AS WELL AS NUCLEI
WITH CHARGES OF Z FROM 1 TO 8 (NO CHARGE RESOLUTION FOR Z
GREATER THAN 81. TWO 1007-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS• ONE




OF pNA PAGE I3
	
Ot^R QUAL17y,	 8
iy------- IMP — J, GURNETT ------------------------- --------------
EXPERIMENT NAME— ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE
NSSDC 10— 73-078A-12
LAST REPORTED STATE— LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD	 DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (P1 =PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI —	 D.A.	 GURNETT	 „ ...,......,U OF IOWA
IOWA CITY• IA
DI -	 T.L.	 AGGSON ..............NASA—GSFC
GREENBELT, MD
01 —	 G.W.	 PFEIFFER	 ..,,,.....,.0 OF	 IOWA
IOWA CITY,	 IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A	 WIDE—BAND RECEIVER WAS USED TO OBSERVE HIGH—RESOLUTION
FREQUENCY — TIME 	 SPECTRA, AND A SIX-CHANNEL NARROW — BAND RECEIVER
WITH	 A	 VARIABLE CENTER FREQUENCY WILL BE USED TO OBSERVE WAVE





CONTAINED	 A	 PAIR OF LONG DIPOLE
ANTENNAS	 (ONE.	 EXTENDABLE TO 400 FT, NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT
SPIN	 AXIS	 AND	 THE	 OTHER ANTENNA, EXTENDABLE TO 20 FT, ALONG
THE
	
SPIN	 AXIS).	 THE	 SECOND	 SYSTEM CONTAINED A BOCM-MOUNTED
TRIAD
	 OF	 ORTHOGONAL LOOP ANTENNAS, THE THIRD SYSTEM CONSISTED
OF	 A	 BOOM—MOUNTED	 20-IN.	 SPIN AXIS DIPOLE, THE MAGNETIC AND
ELECTRIC	 FIELD	 INTENSITIES	 AND	 FREQUENCY	 SPECTRA*
POLARIZATION,	 AND	 CIRECTION OF ARRIVAL. OF NATURALLY OCCURRING
RADIO	 NOISE	 IN	 THE	 MAGNETOSPHERE	 WERE	 OBSERVED, PHENOMENA
F
STUDIED	 WERE THE TIME— SPACE DISTRIBUTION, ORIGIN, PROPAGATION,
DISPERSION,	 AND	 OTHER	 CHARACTERISTICS	 OF RADIO NOISES
i OCCURRING ACROSS AND ON EITHER SIDE OF THE MAGNETOSPHERIC
BOUNDARY REGION, THE FREQUENCY RANGE FOR ELECTRIC FIELDS WAS
0.3 HZ TO 2C0 KHZ AND FOR MAGNETIC FIELDS, IT WAS 20 HZ TO 200
KHZ:
------ IMP — J, KRLMIGIS ---------------------------------------
EXPERIMENT NAM=— CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
EXPERIMENT
s NSSDC ID — 73—.078A-08
LAST REPORTED STATE— LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINGE 12103/74.
EXPERIMENT PERS'1NNEL {PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL=TEAM LEADER





PI	 S.M. KRIMIGIS ••***.****•.APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
LAUREL * MD
JI	 T.P. ARMSTRONG . *.... *.. ** U OF KANSAS
LAWRENCE * KS
01 — J * A * VAN ALLEN ***.*....**U OF IOWA
IOWA CITY * IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION	 j
THREE SOLID—STATE DETECTORS IN AN ANTICOINCIIDENCE
PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR OBSERVED ELE=CTRONS BETWEEN C * 2 AND 2*5
MEV* PROTONS BETWEEN 0 * 3 AND 500 MEVs ALPHA PARRTICLES BETWEEN
2 * 0 AND 200 MEV, HEAVY PARTICLES WITH Z VALUES RANGING FROM 2 i
TO 5 WITH ENERGIES GRFATER THAN 8 MEV * HEAVY PARTICLES WITH Z
VALUES RANGING BETWEEN 6 AND 8 WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 32
MEV * AND INTEGRAL PROTONS AND ALPHAS OF ENERGIES G-REATVR THAN
50 MEVINUCLEON* ALL WITH DYNAMIC RANGES OF 1 TO ONE MILLION
STFt 1
	
F I VE TH I N W I NDOW GP I G EP—MUELLER(PER Suv p%m- CM —StC — E
TUOES WILL OHSERVE ELECTRONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 15 KEV*
PROTONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 250 KEV * AND X RAYS WITH
WAVELENGTHS BETWEEN 2 AND 10 At ALL WITH A DYNAMIC RANGE OF 10
TO 100 MILLION (PEP. SQUARE CM— SEC —STEP•). PARTICLES AND X RAYS
t
	
	 PRIMARILY OF SOLAR ORIGIN WILL BE STUDIED* BUT THE DYNAMIC
RANGE AND R£SGLUTION OF THE INSTPERMITTED OBSERVATION OF
{
	 COSMIC RAYS AND MAGNETOTAIL PARTICLES OHSERVF_D.
	
IMP—J, MCDONALD -------------	 -------------------
r:
	 EXPERIMENT NAME— SOLAR AND COSMIC -RAY PARTICLES
x
	 NSSDC ID 73-078A-09
LAST REPORTED STATE— LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NCRMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (P1=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR * TL=TEAM LEADER
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR• TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI	 F.B. MCDONALD ............NASA —GSF,
GREENBELT * MO
OI — UNKNOWN **.*..*.:...... *•.NASA—JSC
HOUSTON• TX
OI — B.J * TEEGARDEN .***...*..* NASA—GSFC
	{





THE GSFC COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE
ENERGY SPECTRA. COMPOSITION * AND ANGULAR D I STx I3UT IONS, OF
	SOLAR AND GALACTIC ELECTRONS * PROTONS• AND HEAVIER NUCLEI UP	 j
°TO Z	 30.	 THREE DISTINCT DETECTOR SYSTEMS WERE USED. THc	
-i
FIRST SYSTEM CONSISTED OF A PAIR ,OF SOLID'— STATE TELvSCOPES
WHICH MEASURED INTEGRAL FLUXES OF ELECTRONS ABOVE 15C * 350*
AND 700 KEV AND OF PROTONS ABOVE * 059 * 15 * * 50 * * 7'0 * 10' * 1.2*
2 * 0 * 2 * 5 * 5.09 AND 15 * AND 25 MEV * EXCEPT FOR THE * 05 MEV




I DENT IFICATION*	 THE	 SECOND DETECTOR SYSTEM WAS A SOLID—STATE
DE/DX	 VS	 E	 TELESCOPE	 THAT	 LOOKED PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN
AXIS.	 THIS	 TELESCOPE	 MEASURED	 Z	 =	 1' TO	 15	 NUCLEI WITH
ENERGIES	 BETWEEN 4 AND 20 MEV/NUCLEON.	 COUNTS OF PARTICLES IN
y THE	 0.5	 TO	 4	 MEV/NUCLEON	 RANGE• WITH NO CHARGE RESOLUTIONo
WERE	 OBTAINED	 AS COUNTS IN THE DE/DX BUT NOT IN THE E SENSOR.
THE	 THIRD	 DETECTOR SYSTEM WAS A THREE-ELEMENT TELESCOPE WHOSE
AXIS	 MADE	 AN	 ANGLE	 OF 39 DEG WITH RESPECT TJ THE SPIN AXIS.
THE	 MIDDLE ELEMENT WAS A CSI SCINTILLATOR. WHILE THE OTHER TWO
a, ELEMENTS	 WERE	 SOLID— STATE	 SENSORS.	 THE INSTRUMENT RESPONDED
TO	 ELECTRONS BETWEEN 2 AND 12 MEV AND TO Z = 1 TO 30 NUCLEI	 IN
s THE	 ENERGY	 RANGE	 20 TO 500 MEV/NUCLEON.	 FOR PARTICLES dELOw
80	 M.EV•	 THIS	 INSTRUMENT ACTED AS A DE/DY DETECTOR.	 ABOVE 89
MEV•
	
IT	 ACTED AS A BIDIRECTIONAL TRIPLE DE/DX DETECTOR.	 FLUX
DIRECTIONALITY	 INFORMATION	 WAS	 OBTAINED	 BY DIVIDING CERTAIN
PORTIONS	 OF	 THE	 DATA	 FROM	 EACH DETECTOR INTO EIGHT ANGULAR
SECTORS.
------- IMP—J. NESS -------------------------------------------
EXPERIMENT NAME — MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT
NSSDC ID— 73-078A-01
LAST REPORTED STATE — LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD	 DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL	 (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL =TEAM LEADER
01=OTHER INVESTIGATOR.	 TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI —	 N.F.	 NESS	 ................NASA—GSFC
GREENBELT• MO
01 —	 C.S.	 SCEARCE	 .............NASA—GSFC
GREENBELT. MD
OI	 —	 J.B.	 SEEK ................NASA-GSFC
GREENBELTS	 MD
EXPERIMENT SRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS	 EXPERIMENT	 CONSISTED	 OF	 A	 DOOM — M,]UNTED TR IAXI AL
FLUXGATE	 MAGNETOMETER DESIGNED TO STUDY THE	 INTtRPLANETARY AND





PLUS	 OR MINUS 129 PLUS OR :MINUS	 369	 AND PLUS
OR	 MINUS	 108	 GAMMAS.	 WITH ; THE AID OF A HIT COMPACTION SCHEME.
(DELTA	 hl'ODULAT ION) .	 THEEE WERE 25 VECTOR ME:ASURF M =VTS 'AAO 	 AND
TELEMETERED	 PER	 SECOND. TH.	 EXPERIMENT OPERATED NORMALLY FROM.
LAUNCH	 UNTIL	 MID	 1975.	 ON JULY	 11s	 19759	 BdCliUSE: OF A RANGE
INDICATOR	 PROBLEM *	THE	 HXPE'R1f`MriNT 	OPERATION	 AAS,FRnl_'N_I:NTU
THE	 36	 GAMMA	 RANGE. THE DIG TATION ACCURACY IN THIS RANGE 	 IS







F ------- IMP—Jo SI MPSON ----------------------------------------
FXPE'rRIMENT NAME — SOLAR FLARE HIGH— Z/LOW —E AND LOW—G
EXNE:R IMtNTS
F NSSDC ID— 73-078A-07
C
4 LAST REPORTED STATE — LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD	 DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE	 10/26/739
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR• TL=TEAM LEADED
r OI=OTHER	 INVESTIGATORS	 TM=T -SAM MFM3oR)








THIS	 EXPERIMENT	 WAS	 DESIGNED	 TO	 INCREASE
	
THE
UNDERSTANDING	 OF	 SOLAR	 FLARE	 PARTICLE	 ACCELE:RATILN	 AND
PARTICLE
	









DE/DX	 VS	 E TELESCOPE WITH ANTICOINCIDENC'-
SHIELDING	 AND	 OPERATED IN EITHER OF TWO MODES - 	 (1)	 A HIUH — Zs t
LOW-E	 MODE	 HAVING	 AN ENERGY RANGE FROM O.5 TO 50 MEV/NUCLEON
' AND	 A CHARGE RANGE Z FROM 5 TO 50 AND (2) A LOW MODc HAVING AN
ENERGY	 RANGE	 6	 TO	 1200	 MEV/NUCLEON	 (ISOTOPES	 — HYDRO(oEN9
DEUTERIUM *	TRITIUM9	 HELIUM-3s HELIUM-4).
	 THE ENERGY RANGE FOR
ELECTRONS	 WAS	 PRIMARILY	 0.3 TO 10-MEVs	 THE ACCEPTANCE ANGLE'
a OF THE DETECTOR WAS A 50 DEG FULL ANGLE. a
^
a-----'-- IMP—Js STONE ------------------------------------------




LAST REPORTED STATE — LAUNCHED AND OPERRATING NORMALLY
z AT THE STANDARD
	 DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE	 I?/26/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL	 (PI=PRINCIPAL	 INVFSTIGATOks
	
TL=TEAM LEADER
g 01=OTHER	 INVEST IGATUR.	 TM =TEAM MtM'?ER )
PI	 —	 E.C.	 STONE-............CALLF	 ^NST	 OF TECH
PASADENA•	 CA==





THIS	 EXPERIMENT	 IS	 DESIGNED TO STUDY '(VIA CIFFEPENTIAL





PROCESSES OF SOLAR PARTICLES, STORAGE IN THE INTERPLANETARY
MEDIUM• AND SOLAR MODULATION OF PARTICLES IN THE
INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE DETECTOR USED WAS MULTI-ELEMENT,
TOTALLY DEPLETED SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE WITH'ANTICOINC'IDENCE
SHIELDING AND IS TO BE OPERATED IN ONE OF THREE MODES -- (1)
THE ENERGY RANGE MODE * ( 2) T14E ELECTRON MODE (1.50 KEV TO 2.8
MEV). AND (3) THE HYDROGEN AND HELIUM ISOTOPES MODE (0.5 TO 40
MEV/4UCLEON)a THE DETECTOR WILL HAVE AN ANGULAR RESOLUTION OF
PLUS TO MINUS .22 DEG.
------ IMP —J. WILLdAMS ---------------------------------------
i7_XPERIMENT NAME— ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
NSSDC ID— 73-07SA-05 a
i
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/26/73*
t	 EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS TL-TEAM LEADER
0I=0THER INVESTIGATOR *
 TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI	 D.J.	 WILLIAMS ....•.......NOAA—ERL
BOULDER. CO
OI — C.U. BOSTROM .............APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
LAUREL• MD
01 — J.C. ARMSTRCNG(DECEASC7D)•.APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
i LAUREL *
 MD
1	 01	 J.H. TRAINOR .............NASA—GSFC
GREENBELT * MD
S
EXPERIMENT 8RI'EF DESCRIPTION	 R
THE PURN'OSES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE (1) TO STUDY THE
	 zi
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS THROUGH THE
INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM OVER THE ENERGY RANGES INDICATED BELOW•
(2) TO STUDY ELECTRON AND PROTON -PATCHES THROUGHOUT THE
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL AND NEAR AND THROUGH THE FLANKS OF THE
MAGN.=TOPAUSE9 AND (3) TO STUDY THE ENTRY OF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
	j	 INTO THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD. THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF A
THREE — ELEMENT TELESCOPE CONFIGURATION EMPLOYING SOLID-STATE
{	 DETECTORS AND : A MAGNETIC F"IELD TO DEFLECT ELECTRONS. TWO
	
3} a	 SIDE—MOUNTED DETECTORS WERE USED TO DETECT THE ELECTRONS
i	 DEFLECTED OY THE MAGNrT. TWO ADDITIONAL SOLID— STATE DETECTORS
WE ?E USED TO DETECT VERY LOW —ENERGY (GREATER THAN 15 KEV)
PROTONSt ALPHA, PARTICLE'S. AND CHARGED PARTICLES OF 2 GREATER
THAN 2. THr FXPER IMENr WAS D[SIGNED TO ;MEASURE -(1) PROTON
FLUXES FROM ?" KEV TO GREATER THAN 8.6 MEV IN SIX RANGES• (2)
ELECTRON FLUX'-S FROM 31 KEV TO G'REATEn THAN 450 KEV IN THREE
RANCaES9 (3)< CHARGED PARTICLES GREATER THAN 15 KEV.; (4) ALPHA
{	 PARTICLES IN rnuR RANGES, GREATER THAN 0 5 +1EV4 GREATER THAN
1,o MEV• 2.2 TO 8 * 8 MF.V• AND 8 8 TO 35 MEV• AND (5) CHARGED











Fairfield, D. H., "Average and Unusual Locations of the Earth's























4/11 11/17 191/13 199/13
16/22 23/22 204/8 212/7
29/16 36/7 216/19 224/13
41/21 48/15 229/1 236/21
54/5 60/22 241/7 249/6
66/8 73/4 253/11 261/15
78/14 85/20 265/19 273/23
91/1 98/12 278/9 286/11
103/21 '110/23 290/20 299/12
116/10 123/14 303/15 312/8
128/19 136/16 316/8 324/17
141/8 149/7 328/19 337/2
153/22 161/20 341/9 349/9








Time YGS14 Altitude(day/hr) (Earth radii) (Earth radii)
28/3 -21 37.8
40/0 -14 37.5
































Electrostatic Fields T. L. Aggson Op
Solar Plasma S, J. Bame Op
Solar Plasma H. S. Bridge Op
Low-Energy Electrons/Protons L. A. Frank Op
Solid-State Detectors G. Gloeckler Op
Electrostatic Waves/Radio Noise D. A. Gurnett Op 0181
Charged Particle S. H. Krimigis Op
Solar/Cosmic Ray Particles F. B. 14cDonald Op
Magnetic Fields N. F. Ness Op 0467*
Solar Flare Isotope J. A. Simpson Op
Electrons/Hydrogen/Helium Isotope E. C. Stone Op




























I PIP - J	 I M ► -J
NOTATED INTO THE-GSE X-Y PLANE	 PROJECTED ONTO THE $SM Y-Z,PLANE
-
-40, -10:	 -20. -10.	 0.	 to,. 20. 70. 10, -40, -70..	 -20. -10..	 0.	 10. 20. 10.	 10.
I	 GSE	 (EARTH	 RADII) Y GSA (EARTH RADII)
INTIOP0[TATION OF TIME cI1[-NUMNIAf - INTERPRETATION or TIME CORE-NY0NE07
1- 1111/ 1/ 4.000 L:T • -101	 11- 111:1	 4/ N.::N L6T • 1L. 4 1- 11iH 1/ t.09N M• f9.1Rt	 1.1- 1116/ 1/0,410 0. 17.101	 -
1/ It. •IN LAT • -11..2	 IL- 111:/.	 1/ !4.040 LAT • /•1 t- 1110/ 1/ lt•NNN R• 7irf0a	 12.- 111{/ 1/ 1.4PM 0 . It.Nt
t- 19T61 f/ 11,64N LATs	 -{,/	 11- 1116/	 11/ 4.4IN LAT • . 11.4 f- 1116/ t/ 0.:4N A. 71:44!	 I1- 1110/ 11 11.40* I. f2.IRt
-	 1- Ni:/ •/ I !• N 0 LAT • .	 9.4 '11-Ni&I 11/ '2.41" LAT • -11..4 1-.0761 '7( 1.NN As il, .^}t	 11- l91{/ N t1.QN I . 71.1R[
!- 11141 !/ N.44.M LAT •.	 19.1	 If- 111:/	 1:1/ I$.11N LAT • -17.1 1- 11/6/. 2/ 11.00A I. 17.7Rt	 1f- NT{/ 10/ 0.090 A • ft.10t	 .^
:- NN/ H \.090 LAT E 	i1.f	 16- 1176/	 12/ It. ofA LAT • -11.1 6- I9161 1/ t.lt0 Is fi, IN 	 IL- 11ri/ tf/ 11.440 A •.4:764	 ,r1- 1411/ •/ 1:.NN L4i•	 71,1 T- 1116/ f/ 2•400 A. f6.6RI	 17 - 11709 11/ .1.110
.
- •- Ivy*/ N 1,660 LAT • 	41.9 1- 19T6 1 I2,4.0 N. 1:.214	 N- 11 T6/ 12/ 1.440 R• 71.4041- 19761 11 16..••0 LAT.	 14.t 1- 1116/ 61 1.4fN 0• f}. 104	 11- 1116/ i!/ IT,f•% A •. 7f.10t
It- 111:/ IN/ 4.440 LAT1	 41.1 19- 11161 of 16.64% 1. 11. TAI	 N = 117{/ If. /. 7,440 A. 7f.tAt
-
TIN[ AI Y944/049/NOUN TIN[ 4f TEAAIOAI/N•Y\
A If t[.1.1I[
#
p LAT If 0I[ LATITYW IN 0I1III1 OIf T4Nt[ IN [0910..46041 ,












0 -	 - 100, 100 1200	 1400 - 2000 21a0
P46METIC. LDCAL TIME	 4HOUA1.1
-
-
_' INtPI ►I[TATIOI`NF It "t c•st-NuMftlt
`r 1- NT6/ 1/	 ,090 \. lt. tAl 4- 19161 //	 17.66N	 I. 26.1\! It- 1910/.1910/ ofIt/ IT,NN	 I . 41.91!7, ION	 \. ft.t\It-f- 1111/19TH 1/	 1	 .440!/	 1•N \. f6,NIN.1 `. rAI 9. •I1- 19/0419TH L/	 /.1•N	 \. tf.1AI6/	 11, •fN	 \. f1. t0t 16-IT- 1910/ 11/ 1.010	 \. lt. Nl1- 411•/ t/	 t \.1 .t\I It11-NTH T/	 T.0•N	 I. 77 JNI so- 19161 11/It/ 17. MIL6.NNN	 I.\,NN	 \. 11. NIt-6- 1916/A1H t/- 1	 •	 NIN//	 •. •ON N..f 1. t\I\n ft. tll 1L NT6/.010/ //. It.NN.	 \. 77. •\It/ 10,400	 \. ft.f\I N-lN-
19,6119, It/ t1.•IL	 \. 44.40!
1- NTH 1/ t .090 \. t1. TIO 11- Nfi/ 9/	 1.1INM	 4+7!.14! -












































NOTATED INTO THE GSE 'X-V PLANE
	 IMP-T	 iGSM V-2 PLANEPROJECTED ONTO THE. 
. 	 -40. -]o.	 -te.. -lo.	 o..	 to. zo. 10. ta. -40, -10.	 to. -10. o. to. 21, lo.	 .a. t
.1	 SSE	 (EARTH	 RADII) Y G5M (EARTH RADII)
INTERPRETATION OF TIME CODE-11YN111S INTERPRETATION IF TIME CIaE- 011101110E
+	 1- 101{/ L/. $.OAP LAT- -)1.1	 11- 107{/ tt/ !),ION LAT- .11.0. 1.- 11r{/ 11/ O.11N A: 11,04E 11- ltl{/ i0/ 26.{011 A: 1l.AREt-1114/ 1)/ 11-,0011 LAT- -)L.!	 I!- 107{/ !t/ 110.0911 LAT• -9.9' !-'117{/ 14/ ).0011 A. 70.04E 1!- 10741 t0/ L.11N a- )I.OaE31 - 101{/ it/ !9.1111 LAT. -1.1	 11- 101{/ !!/ '12.ION LAT- -10.2 )- 1016/ 19/ 4.0011 a- 71.[11[ Il- IOT{I tl/ /, OON 4-Il,9aE
4- 1.11{/ 111 1C11N LAT: 11.1	 11 1 - 10/0/ !)/ !:6911 LAT- -11.7 1- 1174/ 111/ 11.1111 a- 17.94E IR- 1" I !t/ 1.11M 1- 11.11Ef- I1/1/ 11/ 1]:9911 lAT • lT./	 19.- 117{/^ 277 29.0011 'LOT• -}f.R 9- 101{/ t{/ 0.1011 a: 11.11E 17- 1010! E!/ INGO a- 11,911E1- 11TH 111 6.0/0 LAT- 16.1	 1{- 1071/' 14/ ;4 LAT•" -RI..t {- 101{/ IV 1.0011 a: 1{,N E H- L7{1 !1/ {.1111 a- 2L RaE
/-.L11/ U/ 11.1111 A:LT 1.1	 9,1119	 I7- 1 10/ 0.0100 LAT- -3/..1 l- 107{/ 111 11.0111 A- 16, 12E il- 101{/ !! 1 10,0111 A•	 1,	 E .1	 Do ?.9- 10){/ H/ 7,9011 LOTr Ri.f t- Lit/ 11/ 9.11.11 A. 39,201 12- {/.101 tR/ /.1111 A• 19.10E ^.N/ 11 J1N 11.1 0- 101{/ It/ 1f.000 1. 21. NE TO- 101{/ t9/ 1.1111 t• 11: NE11- 1► /{I ! t/ 7.1111 LN.LaTR tl .f 11- 101{/ it/ 1..110 11• f!.laE 29- LT{/ t9/ 1Ntil 11- 17.9111 
TIRE at TtOR/IOTI11111 TI11[ as 9[111/Ial/N1111 i
LAT IS 901 LAT1i110E IN. 1111[[1 O IA 89OC[AT11IO IIfTOrOf O leave Galt
TIRE 111Tt11/RL OF ►LT 101{/	 1)/	 1.1911 To
	
101{/ . 119/12 .0111 TIRE INTINOOL IF PLOT 1176/ 121 1.005 TO 19101 111/12,0401
I "P-i
MAGNETIC LATITUDE VS NA.GNETIC LOCAL TIME
MAGNETICLOCAL TIME (MO0A5)
JayKOP0974T I NN or TIRt CIIt -1111111[6{
1	 /1/ L/ 1.0111 1111 for Qt
t-107{/ It/ p .01 n aA 2{JaEf-1110/ N/19.1111 Pf1.tlt
•- 101{/ L/ 41111 M f/Jat!- 1971/ 101 1.9911 114 21,111{-1971/ 11/: 1{.1111 1 n 2T 106.1111 a- 11,11E
1fR[ ► tlf111
9- 107{/ L/ 1.0111 :: t9.N,0-10/F/L/ It.0111.	 lR, 1A10-NTN ... t O/ 0.9911 1- 11.11'
It • LTA/ all 9. 4111 11- ^to 1171/ t1/ It. • 91. tv I.0aIt . NT{/ tt/ 11.•11. A- 21,.111'
TIRt 12 VIA[/117/110M
L 0/ PLOT .l111I /1 / 1.110 7819T
It-LTV 111/ t.09a 11r f1,ME	 9U- Itri/ / 11.11a P ft. M[	 yIT-Ntil ^^/ 1.110 N.11.N[ 	 dj_ 1 -1710/ p/ 11.110 1-14,11I ^-177{/ eev •,11r a-1I.11
, =9- 10 111 ft/ Ir111 1•l6. N#





























	 -70,	 -zo:	 -10,	 o.	 11.	 zo=	 10.	 16.	 -10.	 -16.	 -xa.
	
-lo.	 o.	 Io.	 xo.	 10.	 10,
7.GSE (EARTH 040111 	 -.	 Y GSM 1EARTM RADII) 	 -	 1
In'[1PI ETATION OF TIME 000E-NUMIER5	 INTERPRETATION Of TIME Co OE- nNM1TaI
	
11T6/ IS/ MID :N LOT a -11.2 11- It/{/ 881/ 7.00: L:I . I:.:
	 1- 1176/ 245/ 14.:00 As 71..10E	 t1-.1111/ 11/ 1.4:09 A=1'I.,RE
t- 11/0/ t61. 1.104 LATs •!S.• It- 111{/ ff/l1.06N LAT. -t.1 	 !- 111{/ t{J 1.940 1a 71. 00E
	
12- 1111/ 72/ 21.0,0 As 70.01E
- 7- 1711/. 2t/ l.OdN L1 T.	 7.0 17- 1111/ 71/ It; OO N LOTS. -!45.{ 	 7- 111{/ !T/ {.NN R. 71.11E	 I1- 111{/. 11/ I{, O1N 1s 11.00E 	 -	 }1- 11 ►1/ 2: 1 IS::109 UT. 17.1 11- 11161 7S/ V. 	 LATs. -70.0	 ♦. 111{/ 88 t/ ^, OON R • 01.10[	 11- I1T{i 712 0. •6M Rs 71.04Et	 f- 1111/ H/ 10, 000 LRTs t1.1 IS 1111/ 145/ 17.00 N LRTa -^L^	 0- 1109/ t0/ 10.000 R s 71aNE. IS- 111H 745/ I.00:M Rs 71.884EI	 f- 1110/ f0/ II.NN LATs 10.1 li- 11712 tN II:OON LNTs-/l.t
	 /- 117{/ t1/ /, 0009 N s 7i.SNE
	
11--1171/ )S/11,100 Os 11, IRE'1- 1116/ 880/ 27.000 LOT• •!.t 1/-.1116/ Il/ 1:000 LAT • -1/.0	 /- 1111! [1/ S2 .60 	 1 -=.745.90E	 1/- 1111/ !{/ 1.110 As 7f, 71E.	 -
•- 1116/ fl/ 11.000 LAT• •L6	 1.- 1116/ 880/ L11M R s 0.61E	 10- 1116/ 881/ t1,16N N • 7L. faE	 -
1- I1T1/ 81 
it. 
$IN LRT• 71.1	 1- 1116/ tl/ 1.00: #s-188.71E 	 It- 11/6/ 77/ 45.120 Its 71,10[11- 1171/ I)/ I2.J10 LRT • IT,1	 le-.016/ 71/ 11,060 0. 7l, SSE 	 ti- 11161 111 19,010 0.77.40E
T10I Rf 1000/111/0010 	 TINE AS 'FAR/ 09Y/NOOo
LAT 15 Oft LATITNE IN atlR[[88	 \ Ia.I09Cq.1I0 .....NOt. IN OVARAOit	
_3
	
1149 INTLI07L OF FLIT 1.IT61 !S/188.11N TO 1116/ 7//19.11N 	 1'1.1 I:11e1RIL tf ► UT 11fU tot I.01: To 1.716/ 71111.610
IMP-J
	
















1 ISO $0o	 1200	 -	 1600 1660 2440.
MAONETfiC LOCAL TIRE (NOUNS)
"IINFA[TATION Of TIRE Cost-rNoEOf
t • 111H I1/ .4.000 1 •-0i. lOE t- 111{/ 71/	 1.•109	 1. 00.E11	 16- 1116/ N! I,NM \• Il.f\E
- #
l	 1110 881/ 7.11r A n ff. TeE 1- 1111/ 8861	 20.'00	 1 . 788.. to	 II- 1121/ I1I 11.110 ^• t!.{\Ee• II.
- t1/ 22. 400 As 70.10E N • 1116/ It/	 1.110 :• It. N	 1,1-0916/11- 11,61 881/ 21,010	 e• IL09Ei	 11- 1911/ 881/77/ ► .09:11.11r NE1. 880.0E -•Ily6f`•- IOri/tl/ 188,1\ n : n • 881.11E 11 ►1/ If/ N.N• •• 881.0E 'r	
-
f	 t- I/»/(	 ``	 I/f1/ 09/t/ 61.610IN: A• 11.01a• 71. o\^ 1. 881.0	 11-882 • 1111/ u/	 •:090It 	 11TU 1 / 21..40	 \. I1.I1j	 7•- 1116/ 1i/. ♦. tlr _\. IL OE , ,LeT1/ . 9/. iI.1ON \• 886.10E 14-11/1/ , /	 1.88.090	 1 . 11.1eE
TIN[ 1f 1I11/IRT/N09N.















IMP- J	 IMP- J
ROTATED INTO THE GSE X - V PLANE	 PROJECTED ONTO THE GSM Y-2 PLANE
-40. -10.	 -20.,.,. -10.: 0. 1.01 20.	 10. 4D.. -40• -f0.	 -20. -10.. 0. 110. 20. 00.	 40.
# GSE (EARTH RADII) Y 1SN (EARTH RA011) .
INTERPRETATION OF TINE CHI-NUNDENS 1STIERPRITATI ON If TINE CODE- NURSERS 1
1- IIT61 tT/ 26.16N LAT. -51.1 'I1- 11111 44/ 14.61H LAT. 23.6 1-:111{/ 111 26.60N 0. 17.80[ Ii.- 1111/ \1/ It.{180 A. 11 .IRE
.1	 !- 111{/ !1/ 11.1.80 LIT• - 2•.4 12 --1171/ 1f/ 1.1180 LAT • 7.1 t-1171/ Iy / 1l./ y N As [{. t0[ 1!- I1T{/ •!/ 1.1.80 2 . 71,lR(
=	 [- 117{/ 6 {1 11.{•N LIT. -IS./ 11- 1111/ 461 S.ItN L -15.1 E- 191{/ !1/ 1. t9N 1s 7t.lA[ 11- 1111/ 411/ N,{•N As 1t. IRS6	 •- ItT{/ 4161 9.00" LAT . 7.T 11- 11761 . \f/ HJIN LOT• _ 7 41- 1116/ 401 T.80N 2 ..11.61[ 1\- t1ri/ 41/ 17.•180 A• 71,1R(
f- 1111/ 11/ 1.01:80. LIT • IS,i IT- I?riI 417/ 11.0 y N LAT • -11.40 t-711{/ 11/ 6.0 y N A . S{. M( IT- 1.111/ Yl/ L80N A . S y . EN[
111{/ 11/ 21.10 N LOT • 71,41 I/- L11i/ \1/ l41.HN L4T • -11.• •- 117{/ 11/ 16.8080 R.IT. H[ 16- It1{'( 411/ 11.{•N 2.If.IR[
1- 111{/ 11/ Il.ItN L4T. 11..1 I7- I1T6/ '461
15.06
LAT.. -411.1 /- 19/{/ \!/ 9.80 R A • 51.10[ 17- 1176/ {/ 1. y6N A. tt. •t[1- 111{/ 11/ I.HN LIT• 1t.t 10- 111{/ 41/ 0.1•.80 LAT • $_ 19T6 ' 41!/ It.tON A• 17.414[ 11-J1T{/ 11/ 7t.••N Aa 71.80( . :	 99.1116/ 441 11. It 91	 ..LOT. 46.1.. 1- 11161 17/ T, 102 1. 11. 94[ . It- 1116/ 41/ 1,If0 A. 17. T4.37.10[N('.k	 11-7176/ 4171 L i l y N LOT- 11.1 . - It- 111{/ q / 1l.80N 2.11.80( 80- 1116/.f //.. 1.040 _
4 TIN[ NS MEAN/NAT/NSUR TIRE as TEAR/[Nt /HOER
LAY IS ISE LATITUE[ IN 91 6111[[ N I[ OtEC[R807t DISTANCE in [OOTN 24(11
- TIME INTERVAL IF lLtf 1114/ !T/L1.80N ft 7116/ 161 1JIN -	 ?IN[ IS.	 L 91 P19T 11760 17161180- is 1116!,(0/ 1.1tN
IMP+J














} 0 400 600	 12001400	 2000 2466
MAGNETIC LOCAL.fINE IHOURS I 1 1
1 IOTLt ►RLTATION of TIN[. 0001-NNN80DS
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111 % il! I1alt tit.
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-40.	 -30.	 -20.	 -10.	 0,	 10.	 - 20.	 70.	 40.	 -46.	 -30.	 -20.	 -10.	 0.	 10.	 20.	 11	 40,	 ,.
I GSE (EARTH .RADII) 	 :	 T 050 (EARTH 0{011)
INTERPRETATION or TIME CODE-NUN/ERS 	 _	 IITt1 ►NITATI91 of TIAE CIIIE-NUMBERS	 q
1- 11/1/ !1/ l.11N LAT • -29.1 I1- 141{/ ${/ {.:O N: LAT.= 2T.2 - 	 1- 1$71/ !6/ 2.610 r• 71.060[	 1I- 1$761 111
	
♦. BIM Ns 81.7At	 3t- 1111/ f1/ t1.teN LA7 •. -11.L IL- 1176/ St/ 210660 :^^	 11.1	 t- 191{/ !t/ 16.160 Na 71 N[	 It- 111{/ !1/ f.00N R s Ol.:A[	 -
!- 1tN/ ff / tt. BIM LAT • IS-,9 I!- 197:1 !$/ I LNM LAT • ' 19,6	 [- 1916/ f7/ 19, Go 	 N• 79. TNt	 Af- 17 /1/ !9/ 2LAlr 1a 1f.6R^	 rf7/ 12.AlN LRT• 21.4 it- I9Tt/ !$/ 17./1160 LAI -41.6	 f• 1116/ t1/ f: 6160 1 • ]f, 660[	 1{- 117{/ :1/ t. BIN A•1f.f0[	 ../- 1116/ f:/ S.NN LAT• $6.0 I7- 1176/ :1/ S.11N UT s -1t..!	 /- 1116/ N/ i106N 1s. It.f1[. /i - '1IN/ H/ 19.NN Ia 7T.IN[7-1116/ f1/ ILNM LAT* et.1 10 -111{/ 60/ t1..7eN L6T • -N.:.	/-11Tk/!f/ 1.000 Ns 71.60[	 1J-NTH 61/ 1.NM 0•f7a1[	 ';
	
t	 1- 1916/' $9 1 6.01 M. LA1• •1.• 11- 1$16/ {1/ It.66N 10i. yf.i	 I- 19161 It 1i.11N Is fl.t[[	 1$- 191{/ 61/ IB.BBN Ra fT.N[
	P	 19- 1916/ ft/ IL00M LOT• .76.4 26- 1176/ 62/ 
",too LAT• -26.1.	 If- 1916-06/ 10111 1. 80,111	 21- 11161 11/ 1.::N Ns 71.$1[
YIOt Af IRA1/IAV/NNR.	 TIRt If Tt1MAAf/NOYR
LAi 13 1	 LATI/YIE 11. al SkIRS 	 1 II 1NCENJ1iC flfTNtL IN EARTH [Alit
T/Alt INTERVAL 0P PLIT19/6/ B1/' 1.090 TN 1`70,1 62/ 7.660. 	 TIN: IITt1 1RL If /NTS9161 f0/ 1.160 TI 1916/ {[/,7.110
IMP-J














MAGNETIC: LOCAL TIME INCURS)
lrf[N ►N[TA119N 09 TING Cost-Se1Altls -
1- to y ,/$01	 :.fox R• f1AR[ 1- 11161 N/	 I/.NR	 N• It. INt. U- 19ri/ 70/ 16.001{.NN16- 1911/ 69/ N• 72.61[	 ..It
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19/6/1[1/ N.eO n 	 11.1 I9/I991L R PLOT 1916/1!1/11.90 0 TO 191111 H/19.004
1 R ►'-J












0	 046	 600	 1300	 1696	 took	 1.1T
O.O.ITtC LOCAL TIMI 1.90Ot1
19Tf2P121ai'91 of 11 Of tGOU!/11o[9C
1- 1911/111/ 11.001 	 90(	 91a[	 1- 19/1/I2T/ 11•. 0!o91 a• 11.19	 to- 19/1113!/	 1.046 a• / .N(3 1111/1[ 1/	 0.000 A• 1/.- 1  11/1[1/	 1.1 1. 11. 9^ 11- 11/611111 11.666 1 . 1 H(- 1976/121/ 19.100 a. 1.99 	 19T6/1 •/	 910 9.31 29	 /111/	 0.001	 I9. n(
•- 10 T6/1t5/ 11.016 t• ^l. fo 11- 1911/1 •/ 16 6 . 11 11 I 11/111/ Io.060 1 . 1o. ca[1- 1911/117/ 11.049 1• tt. 19a19^ It/- to- 10/1/1 •/  16 I. 1I. NI ^- 11/III/ 1 .006 a • 11.0411- 1011/Ito/ 19.066 n • 16.6 1 T O/1 S .^/ 6 0 11. N^ ^O- /1/111/ ^.a00 t• 11.46[/- 1016/tt T/	 1.006 9• If. M(	 11- 19/61 IIIr 1	 1116 1. 12 .1911
1161 as fla9/6a9/009a










ROTATED 101TO THE GSE !-Y PLANE
	


















•...	 -3..	 -!t.	 -10.	 S.	 1,4.	 i•.	 It.	 11.	 -11.	 _>lt.	 -!1.	 -IA.	 /.	 •10.	 is.	 1t.	 ...
1 ti[ II ..T• ..11 11	 . $to 11..T. 409111LC(A•tl TitlO 4P list 1•.t-.VMgel	 I.Tge PAITATIt• or TIM ge.[ -\Vosges
1- 1•T1111// lo. ge n 11i. - 1•.1/11.1-1.! 1'- IIH/I N1 I/.f1. Ui• -11.7	 1- 1.11/1/f/ l/.Hr 1. 17.11( 	 •. tI n 1 • tl. M([- 1.11/1 • I/ 11.\\• lAt • 11.1 I!- IITI/t 111/ 1.11•. l.i • -11.1	 t- 1•r•/111/ 11.1. n n • I/.f\(	 11- 11711101/ t/./. n \• 11.1\(
/- 1 .11/111/ 119 , 166	 AT 	 11.t Is . 1.11/1111/ 11.400 LOT. -110./ 	 1- 11 r1/111/ 1t.I4A \• 11. •A(	 If- 1•.11111/ 11.NV A• 1t.\\(0- 1.11/11./ 10.60 n LAP• 10.• 11- 1 ►TI/111/ /.AAA l.t. -lf.I	 1- I. r1/Il.l 11.11 n A. 11. IA(	 11- 111{/111/ If.41• 1. 11.!\(f- 1976114#1 11.11• OAT• I ► .i U- 1111/1111 L$Go	 *1. .17.8	 1- l/rvllu 1.74 n \. 11. N(	 111- 11711111/ tL ge n 1. 11. get
t- 1971/111/ 1•. 0o. L.T. N.• It- 11/1/11/1 tl. ger L.T. -1.0	 1- If r1/I1.I t4. //• 1. 1f.A(	 11- 1111/111/ 11.011 t• 11. 1A(1- If T•/10tI 1 .1 ::	 L.1. -1.l	 /- 19T6,139, II.II n \. 11. ge(	 1/• 1.11/1111 11.110 1 • Ir. U(
•• 111/1/1111 t. 411 n LAT• -1I.. 	 f- 1•/NIH/ 11. geA •. 12.1\(	 IA- 1./H 11U t1.4/• .. 1r. 1A(
	
•- 11 /1l1 q / It. of lN• -11.1tIJ/. t• I!.!\(	 11- 11 /1/117/ 1/.40 n t• 14.11(It- I911/1111 1. of 	 L.T . -11.1	 to 	 1.71/111/ 11.11 n .. 11 .fA(	 tO - 1.711111/ 	 1.11. .. I4.661
Tint as I40111./r4 •	 T1.[ at IIge/4.•1.gee
LIT 11 Ill LATITV.t 10 11 Mts	 A If 4t4CI nTAIL ........ 1. ..... ...11
Tir[ in FINIAL IF PLOT 1•7611.1111.IOr to Itr111111 1.400	 TMI.IfAI.L 111 PL.T I914MI111.040 T. 1.71/1111 I.IIn
IMP-J













..gel T IC Lf C.L Ti as Lowe
t•7ttl\t bl iss of 1'-M geth Oosgef
	
1- I//u I/fI l4 .fl n .• IT.f\(	 I- SM114f/	 N• •• 1. IA ( L/- 11r1IINI • ••• .• 1 • nr1- If/t/11 / if.	 n \• II.
	
on	 •- 14/1/110/ 1^. 	 n ••	 fog 	 1.11/111/ 1•.of• .' 1 • 1.1
to1- 10 t ► /1/^/	 • •. 1/. t\	 IO- 14 Tt /111/ 11. S 
• I• 1.N	 Ir- 1411/117/ It.04• •. 1• N.
	
1- 11/1/111/ tl . ^^r I. 1• 1.	 1	
11111/111/ II.• ^ :• 1.1^ (^ t1- 1.11/.H• •.	 . N(
	
0- If t ► I Off/ If.•f n •• 1L I•	 1^- I11t ► /11t/ If./^ n I• ^. N( If- If T1/11t/.7/ to	 /1It.f/ n • 11 Mf
	
^- 11 /1I Iis, I. too •• 11.N	 11- I^/t/117/ 1^.f r A•	 .r'
TIM as •tM/•At/t1 Y.











































IM ► - J	 IMP-J
NOTATED INTO THE GSE 1-V PLANE 	 PROJECTED ONTO THE GSM V - I ► LANE
-11.	 -21.	 -If.	 4.	 If.	 it 	 10	 .40.	 -1:	 -110.	 -16.	 0.	 It.	 t0	 70.	 .0
	
16SE 1[ANT. 010111	 0 :f. 1I0Nr- 649111
INTRIPttT :T1911 OP TIN! cost- nY6sar:s	 INTOI ►OE/OTIOS of TIRE ceoD-NV0:E0s
1- If 1 ♦/116/ 	 t.f40 LOT • 	-1.1	 11- IIt1/140/ IO.66N 11T • lt.l	 1- 111{/110/ t. IOM A • 19.•1(	 11- 1011/If 6/ Ii.I:1 1 . 1f. 79[
2- 197{1111:/	 1.::0 LOT • 	1.1 It- 1071/1101 21.6:: l:T • io.l	 !- 101{1114/ O.•4N t• I1. t4[	 1!- 1011/If t/ I/.:on 1.11.49[
/- 101{11110/ I$.toa LOT • 	1.1	 IS 1071/116/	 4.660 LOT- 10.0	 1- 1071/110/ 19.040 :• 11.:1( 	 It- 1011/110/ 114.:: n :• !f .le[
1- 1076/1401 11. ton LOi-	 6.e	 114- 1011/110/	 •.660 lOi • 11.1	 1- 1071/110/ Is. 040 :• It.t:(	 11- 1071/111/	 9.060 :• 11. te[
1- 1076/14@11 IO. 
top 
LOT • 	0.9	 10- 1071/110/ 1{.660 L:T• 1{.• 	 f- 107:/1::/ 111.::0 :• 11.1:[	 i1- I9 t1/111/ I1.6O n 1. 11.0(
:- 19/:/112/ !2.066 11:11 • 1l.t 11- I9/11111/ •.660 l:T • It.2	 {- 1011/110/ 0.900 :• il. M[	 1:- 101:/111/ I9.O6N I. 11.0[
T- 107611Ott	 I. of 	 LAT.	 14.2	 17- 1914/111/ 11.6fn L:I • 11.9	 I- 10/1/11111 II.:OM n • 11. of[	 1/- 101{11212/	 •.090 1. 11.1:[4- 127111149/	 1. 6fN 1161 •	16.9	 l:- IO/61//!/ 11 .460 LO1• 11.6	 :- 1076/110/ 17.910 1. 11.Ot[	 lo- 107{lift/ 11.996 :• 1t.fO(t- I9t6/110/ •.6t: L:T. 12.1 10- at/ "", 14.9:0 LOT • 21.0	 1- 107:/11:/ IO.OfO I• I6.Tf[	 I9- 117{11112/ 11. o1M :• 111. N[II- 19761119/ 14.640 LOT- 112,4 10- 19211I92/ t1.04N L:T• t9.t 	 lo- 111111/112/ 1.100 1 . 11.1@[	 241- It is/111/ 21.460 :• lt. le(
	
"A':f Tf O9/1:011-000 	 /1 Ne :f 0[11110:2/1:111
Lei I1 II L:T ITY11( IN •16:9111 	 @ If 6f:t[NT91c oIIT:NCt I@ /NTM :0011
	
TI Nt 1 ni2IVIL Of PLOT 1976/144/ 1.60" To 1911/112/14.9@6 	 TINT INTt11:L Of PLOT 11!{/146/ 1.190 10 191:/11!/11 ION
IMP -J











•	 0	 421	 see	 Itte	 1106	 lose	 2.60
N16N[11c LOCAL TINE 1-81101,
INT 41oPOS1:Tlell of T10e Cost-@YNOt@1
1:16/1441/	 9.4=0 1P 0.9@1	 4- Ist1/111/ 11•.1.0 1. 11.79[ le- 1016/1 1/ 11.906 s• 11.06[
- 1276/111/ 
111: 111:  94 1. 9:[	 1- 101'11/1	 /	 4.01• 1. /6 to[ 	 1 - le ►•/1 I/ le.	 n 1 . 11 N(11 1
f- 1071/1401 	e. :: :• I7. Mj 11- 1076/1 •/ 1.0 e0• 1• I9 lej 	- 1016/1	 / 1^. 9: t• 11. 19j
^- Is i6/1140/ 1. OO1 1• ^1.69j 11 . 10 T6/111/	 •.esM 1. /1 H^	 1 1016/1 / 1	 :A 1• ! .M0
tIM f/ 0419:/41:2/M:9
TIM INTIOV:L of PLO, 1:76/1441 / I.:oO TORTS/1411 /t4. see
1
I I 1	 I
1
31
IMP- j	 IM/ - J
ROTATED INTO T -HE GSE I - V ► LANE



















-N.	 -11.	 -!t.	 -11.	 1.	 11.	 to	 1t	 •e	 -11.	 -».	 -L.	 -1•.	 1.	 11.	 Is.	 so.	 N
1 {sl IIU /0 .6.111	 T as. II&•To Basil,
I rT [7asfT6i n1
	
or Tlll[ Coss-6Ya104s 	 nrnntT•Tle\ or Tin gl[-60101[ls




1- 19 ►6/ItI/ 1.11• \• 1..10[	 11- 1976 /111/	 9.••0 1 . 17.91[
!- 1976/15//l6r • 	9.t If- i:l&1161/ f1.as* let . it.e	 !- 1.1•/1111 11.116 s•	 .18[	 1.- 191&/111/ 11.1.6 B• It.n[
/- 1:16/6911 11.666 LOT• -14.6 11- If7&11111 It.t/a LIT • 11.1	 1- la7•/1f 1/ 11.11 n 1 . 1f.I1(	 I/- It/1/1.1/ 1.0404 1• /•. r[4- 1IT411151 11.616 LOT • -04.4 If- 1916/161/ 11.04* IAT . /1.:	 1- 191&/159/ 1.00* 1 • as.04[	 11- If///1&1/ 19.e0N 1.1 &.u[f- 1971/191/ 1.11* LOi • -!&.• If- 191441631 11.04* LOT . 1:.9	 f- If 76/119/ 11.04 n 6 . 11.04[	 It- 1916/16!/ 1•.046 1 . 11. N[&- 191•/111/ 11.61* tN -11.1 11- 197•/169/ 16.106 tol • 	9.1	 /- 19/6/151/ 69.11 n 1 . 19.1\[	 1&- 111//1&t/ 9.116 1.1•.11[
1- 191 ► /If7/ 1.04 n LOi • •04.1	 T- It1&1151/ It•e0. 1. /{•161 	 17- If T1/104/ .1.116 1 . 1/.16[
1- If/&1119/ 11.046 LOT . . 11.1	 e- 19/6/104/ 1.09 . 0.	 .16[	 10- If7//161/ 69.000 6.11.04[
9- 1:11/Ife/ 1.ofN 11T . -11.1	 •- 1916/191 19.••• n 17.11[	 19- 191611691 16.040 \• 11.11[
11- 191&/l t:/ 1.1104 LOT . -11.1	 1:- 1916/199/ 19.04. 6. 17.6*[	 to- 1916/166/ • 0• n 6. 11.04[
-fall As Task/1AT/.6u9	 IIM 1t 9[A6 /5AT/06 Y.
llr Is e$I LOTIT^OS 11 Wulff	 1 If /f ecs7leJt 11sL6C1 1* sHT...111
	TIME 19T[69AL OF PC:T 19/6/1", •. ••* » 1916/1661 6.161	 lips INTOIAL of PLOT 17161151/ 0.696 T1 1916,1111 6.616
IM ► •1
.c















11at.IT1C local llNc "a.."
16T[11001TAT11/1 of Ti m Coos -\6aas6t
1- 1916/11I/	 1.69* a • 11.16[	 1- 1:1611/1/ 11.00• 1 . 16,1\[ It- 191{/1• /	 9.04 n \. 05.aa11- 191&/1511 11.11• 1• II.e1[	 :- I: To/1o0/ 3 .11* A • 1&. 04[ 1& • 1976/1{^/ !1.041 6.1 :.4111- If7{/151/ 11.116 A • 11.110 It • 191{/691/ 1 -1t. 1. 11.11[ IT- 1916/1as/ 11.61• 1 . 11. N[
:- 1:/{1191/ 1. 104 A• 1f. {6[ 11- 1:/:115:/ 1 ► .::: 1• /l as	 1 - 117{/1{1/ 1.041 1 • lt. alt5 . 119 6/1041 11.160 t • 11. N[ If- 1:/{/1&:/ 11.1104 \. /1. 04^ 1^- 1:/{/1{1I 04.041 n • 11. N[t,	 Il- It7{/1761 t:.046 1• IS. 1 :8, 1^ • la 1.1161/ I/.:t6 t• 16 its
f:- 1:/6,1041 11.116 t • /t. N[
li ps I Tt 0194T 1004e





MA/OITIC	 Lf CIL	 T100t	 IeOYIS)
111TIOP01IT011111 q 1108 calf'/Y24t13
1 - 1411/111/	 1	 of 	 t,!-	 /	 t1.1e1	 I• ),. N ()). 19( 0- 1471/1 T0/	 1•	 04	 t1	 69(1- I. 711171/	 I/.ZOO	 1 •	1.	 111^
111- 10111111/	 19.00016- It1••/	 ► 	 /	 10.	 • 1. 11. N(f. 1111(
.. 1 11 - 11, j176/113- 1	 11/Li/	 11.11"	 A+ t7. 69( 10- 11}6/1111	 Ih NO	 A •	7./	 11.	 0Y	 1,	 /.6911.(11- 1410/17 I- 1912 ,1.5^.111- 1170/it • /	 11.0	 / 1• /). N(1- 1
	 1111111	 41.46"	 n . 11.911 4.t/^ 11- 117./11	 /	 1.	 0A	 1 •	 1.111 11- 11701117/1	 4.1111ti- If/1ilt T/	 ItNO O.2• It. 121f- 1	 71111=/	 If .4e"	 e.•- 1916/11 /	 1 6e"	 e.7- 14111169/
	
11.06"	 f. It. q1011.	 ^ 11- t7µ/11/	 1	 .•0•	 a	 ^, Ul11- 1916/111/	 ^.IIM	 1a	 .1fj .
11111 411	 1(61/(It/Oo YO




























111 ► - J 	 IMIT - J
ROTATED INTO THE GSE X-V PLANE
	




















-10.	 -10.	 -20.	 -10.	 0	 10.	 20	 30.	 +0.	 -10.	 -10.	 - t/.	 -14.	 0	 It.	 to 	 31.	 41.
I oil Ital y " n toil)	 V is* (Feel" ..ell)
I2T[l1O[TAT19/ 117 TI00! C[0[-2Y0011e1	 1NTIOP2ETOT11111 or TIME C1111l-/Y01[2S
1- 1916/101/ 7, 0fM 104, 	 11- 111•/111!11 	 .100	 IT • Il.t	 - 111//111/ 7.111 n /• It. 111(	 11- 10 /11111/ 17.11• /.11.1/[!- 1171/117/ j.440 LIT • -t1-1 It- It/1/1 If/ 1tt	 L
	
1.11/ LIT • 41.1	 t1 - It/1/1111 11.11/ A • 31.69(	 It- 191//1 111 1.11 n t. f1. N(3 - 1171/1171 11.11/ LIi. • 1t .j 13- 1171/17+/ 12.00 n lIT • 31.4	 f- It//11117/ 14.00" 4 . 11.11(	 li- 1911/171/ 11.1111 2s 36. N(
1- 1071/110/ 1.11/ LIT, -111,3 11- 111.11177/ t. 0108 LI}• 10,0 	 4- 11/11117/ !2.000 /• 11.111(	 11- 1171/171/ 1.11/ 1. 3f.i1(0- 1069/169/ 11.11/ LI7, -11.11 19- 6916/116/ 7.11/ LIT. It.1 	 f- 11711111/ 11.100 2, 69.69(	 If- N7H 1It/ 17.11/ 1. 11. Nj1- 1171/169/ 1.11/ LIT. -11.1 11- I1µ/171/ )7.690 LNe	 1.4	 /- 11rU1N/ II.NO /• 11.4/( 	 U- 19tH 177/ 11.1111 1• lf. N(f- 1071/111/ 19.71" 107. • 11,1	 7. 1071/111/ 22.0000 1. 11.48( 	 IF If /t/III/ 1. 4108 A• )f.)Ij11- 1171/171/ 11.11/ LIT+ -j1.f 	 /- 1416/1711 14.0000 1. 11.111[ 	 11- If /6/111/ 21.1100 /. tt. 11j
•- 1111/111/ 1.11/ 127. 	 4- 1071/171/ If .0000 A• 31.)1[ 	 19- 1471 /t 4411 I4. /108 1• )t. 1/j10- 1071/1711 !1.1011 LAT. -1.t 	 le - 11711171/ 4.0400 Is )1.11( 	 !o- 14711110/ It.0100 2,
TIME A3 T(M/NT/YOYe	 11001 1f 11469 /017/001 YR
LIT If 113! LI1il0N IA 11[149[5	 1 11 11t4j[11T113 1113712Ct 111 IN l2 211111
	
1111[ I2T691IL O/ 0Lot 14/1/1111 1.0000 TO 1411/171/11.469	 110[ INT(11011 117 PLOT 147111111 6.690 To 19160111111.404
INP-J




















IM ► - J
	
IM ► - J
ROTATED INTO THE GSE 1-V PLANE
	
PROJECTED ONTO THE GSM V-E ► LAki
-A
-N .	 •11.	 -!t.	 -It.	 0	 U.	 If.	 10	 91.	 - 41.	 - ft.	 -91.	 -10.	 e.	 to 	 t1.	 36	 .1.
. 1St 11MT. 0.011 . cfM 11'AA TM 0.0111
InttnnATION OO T1Rt tOt-RY111t•f	 IR}OOOf TerIO 99 TIME ttu-YYK•ill
1-1016/1Tt/ 1!.110 L6T • -0.1 11-1110/Itt/ 1.010 Lei • IO.1	 1-1171/111/11.010 1. 81. H[	 11-1110/101/ L1.Oe Y 6. 16.08(t- 1111/111/ ► 00A ltf• -:.1 It- LOT//101/ t1. /9A L01 • tt,8	 I- 11 /0/1 t1/ 11.01. 1. 11.:[	 It- In1/IIO/ It. •tA 1 . 16.0•(8- 11701ITO/ 11..0.0 LAf • • 18.9 11- IO/6/196/ 11.010 Lel . IO.s	 9- 1.76/I10/ 16.01• e• 91.01[	 If- 19701:60 1.01 . 1.1•.0119- 1176ills/ 11.0f • 167 • -01.8 11- 19160101/ 11.•10 Lei . 19.8	 1- 10101191/ O. 911 1. 11. u[	 19- 1.10/1.6/ 11.010 1. 11.01(0- 1110/:s/ 11.0 • Lei . -11.1 IO- 1110/110/ 6.010 lei • 17.9	 O-:T•/101/ :.911 t• ft. 11[ 	 If- 1916/1 0 / t.1O n 1. 16. t9[0- 1110/1.1/ 11.01• LAT• -11.1 10- 1110/100/ !1.090 LOT . :.9	 6- 1010/1911 li.e1A A • It..1[	 10- 117 ♦/ Iff/ 10.01 n 0 . 17. 019
1- 19161198/
	
1.01 n 	 LAT• -89.2
	
17- 1176/110/ 11.ItA LOT.	 9.•	 /- 10/6/1St/	 I.eOO tr 11.10[	 11- 1116/111/ 11.00 n 1• IO. It[
.- :16/:t/ II.If. let• -n.!
	
s- i9t6/ISf/ 19.910 t• 11.08[	 10- 11/601.1/ 9.01• t• 11.01[
9- 19 16/101/ 1..11. Le• -IO.f
	
1- 19/6/:1/ 1^. 01M 1• "1.11[	 19- 19160111/ 11.01. 1. 11.96[If- 1916/181/ ► .19R Let. -9.1
	
Is- 191.11011 +1. of 	 9. 16. 01R	 t1- 191611911 :.66. 1.18.080
TIRE Al T960/01T/00 u. 	 TIR, •f TRN1901/MY1
"AT If atI LATIl Y9t IN 1101((1	 t IS {:1:71!1 OI{79911 : lN/0 lloll
	
TIRE IRT[NVAL Of PLOT 1116/17•/18.01. to 11/6/199/:.008 	 Tin 1111111 4 L of PLO? 11/61111/11.001 TO 11160111/1..91.
IM ► -J
















e	 HO	 011	 I:•	 1111
	
19011.00
MAGNETIC LOCAL 1111 1.9051
Intl ►1lf 6f 11R 91 fIM tslt-9YMl1f
1- 0808011 / :.010 e•	 01[	 !- 1011/U!/ 1	 1/ a 16.90	 IO- 111111 I/ 1.11• •: 1 ++ 1.1
^
1110/1111 /	 1..11 MM 3$ 3. 16[	 0- 1111/lu/	 1! . 0t A • 11.11 1 - 1111/ 1/ 1/.19r • 1 ••1
- 1111/111/ 11.10• t• .1.1{[ 19- 11//II 1/ 1t. 0A 1• 6. 0[ 11- 11/111 / 0.11 • •. 1+ 1r1
•- 1111/1 01 1.001 1• 1.•/[ 1 - 1111/1 S •/ 1 t 1. 1.1.1[ 10- 111111 / !1.1 10 1• r9L9- 1111/11'.0 II.uA 1• ^[.le[ 11'- 11 /61 I.O/ 1 i . S R 0• O. N! 11- IIfO/1 / 11 1L. 1• Irl
w' - Viii 11111 11.60. 	 ^. I^j 14-	 %I^61 71	 i i^ ^!•. ^^^ 1f- 11/1/I //	 1 19• •• S1
	 1
':t6 T!/N/11t/19Y9















IM ► - J
ROTATED INTO THE GSE 1-f PLANE
	
PROJECTED ONTO THE GSM V-I PLANE
-1I.	
-14.
• 1I.	 -10	 -tf.	 -10.	 0	 10	 20	 30	 1a.	 •16.	 -10.	 -14	 -16.	 t.	 t0	 10.	 49.
1 ill 1E1a TM 000111	 1 450 ItA"T. 11111:
12T(9I09TATIN or ]111( t\•!-aYatlll	 12T20PlITATIOa of TIRE ]N[-sameM
I- 1111/111 1  11.ff 11	 1:11 -1./	 I I- 11/11191/	 1.ffM	 l:T • 	19.1	 1- 111{/110/ 10.11 n 2. 1).10[	 11- If 11/111/ 14.04. 1• tt.N(2- 114{/111/ 11.440 LAT1 -It.t	 t- 11/1111•/ 1.tt. LaT • 21.1	 !- 117{/1111 11.110 1. 11.101 	 If- 1171/11!/	 I.I40 1. 1t. N[1- 1111/112/ 9.110 tail	 6 1]- 111111.:/ lf.t4. 1.1 1 19.1	 )- 19/6/19// t.4I n •. 41.10(	 16- 1111/11•/ 10.010 0. /T.N[4- 117111111 11.•00 WOO -11.4 14- 1171/111/ Il./O0 LAT • l9,9
	 4- 111{/112/ 16.IIa 1 • :1.10(	 14- 111{/111/ l.6t0 1• It. N[
9- 11711111/ 1.100	 LAT• -46.4 10- 11/61714/ t. 4fa lal • I9.1	 O- 111{/1911 0.000 1• )1.10[	 19- 11t1/i11/ 10.4/0 11 11.1\[6- 1171/11)/ 11.010 lAT• -11.9 16- IIII1/401 l4.Ot. lAl • N.9	 {- 1171!!1!/ 19.N0 A • ]1.10(	 1{- 19I ► /r11/ I.t40 t• 11.00(/- 11141111/ {.000 L&1. .24.1 I/- 117{12411 11.Na LAT• 16.1	 7. 111{4111/ 19.660 A • )]. 11[	 17. 111{/t•t/ It.t40 1• lO.N[
•- 1116/111/ 21.4f0 lAT• . 11.1	 O- 1111/111/ 11.6.0 1• )1.101	 10. 114{1/044 11.04 n 1. 19.N(
•- 111{/111/ 19 of 	 LAT• -11.2
	 1- 1111/111/ 9.661 a • 1..•O[	 11- 111611621 6.040 t• 11.10[la- 1111/116/ It. of O La T•	 1,6	 16. 11/1//11/ 26.600 0 • )/.t2[	 tf- 111602671 16.040 a• "1':
TIME a1 TIN/14110tYA	 TIRE of IlNIOl1I"4 tla
LAT 16 ISO LATI1691 IN Of4llfl 	 a I] 1119CNT0IC II]TN[t 10 (alts goal 
	
'INS I.1t0TAL If FLIT 11/1/1 1 0111 000 T4 r 9T61201114. 000	 TIRI 11192VAL OF FLIT 11/1/19f/14.46 n 14 11/1 /f I!/!4-••a
IM ► - J
















1	 111	 Ntsift	 1600	 2tlt	 at
"1141111 IOC.L 11.1 1.4 YfS1
I1tNtel,.IIN N li ps fO.1-\6RNa1
1- 1911111•/ 11.N0 \•	 .N[	 I- 111611941 11.6 \ 	 \	 1•- 1976/111/ 	 1. tt 1. 6/.t\[
^
ItI•/191/ 14."00 t0	 .N[	 9- 191611991 14.	 1 1.11.1.	 1;- Itt11^t1/ /	 •1 t" 11. 0a!
' 19/1/111/	 1. •1 n At	 .1\ ( It- 1914/196/	 1. •1 1. 11. tt9aa\	 I1- 1911/ ••/ 1	 •0 \" t.l\(1- 1911/191/ 1 • .•60 t..6\( 11- 1911/19••/ 11.•91 a11 T.ta 1 - 1914/ tl/ •1 20 9.111
•- 1911/191/ 1.^t0 t. •.•\( It- 191 ►1111/ 1 •\ 11 //. N 1^- 1914/^t^/ 11.11 n \• /4. N(
•- 1111/141/ 11. 1A \• 1.1\[	 11- 1911/111/	
^:^_" 
\• ^1.1911/ • / 11.•1 n \• 1. 1A[
1911/144/ II.040 1. 19.12(	 11- 1911/19// 1	 0 1•
Tl ps tl 111\/aa1/A161





































	 INP - J
ROTATED INTO T-HE SSE I - Y PLANL



































-11.	 -11.	 d•.	 -11.	 •.	 10.	 ft.	 11.	 10	 •1•.	 -)/.	 -t•.	 •le	 /.	 U.	 r•	 ».	 10
1 LSL 'FART# 010111	 Y {SM I[AAT n 110111
IrT[l101[1OTI1r If TIRE come-auracet	 tat [10\[T1l11\ or TIME Lf\t-rYr•(\•
1- 1111/f1l/ •.••0	 LIT • -1./ 11- If /1/!111 1•.110 L1T • 11.1	 I- 11/6/tIl/	 •.1410 1 • t1. N(	 11- 1111/fI•l 11.11• \• 11.8\(
	
 4110 lAT 1 -16.7 I!- 111♦/111/ •.110 IAT . ft.•	 l 1170/!11/ 11.110 1 . 1!.•\(	 It- 11/11!171 11.110 1s 11.1\(
	
1- 1176/111/ 9 : 90 n 6/l . -11.1 11- 1116/!11/ !.110 IAT . 16.0	 a- 11 TO /#11/ •.110 \. tL•\! 	 U- 1116/l1t/ 11.141• \. II. N(
	
•- 1176/ f1 •/ !1.068 LAI . -11.9 1•- 111{1!111 11.110 IAT . N.41	 •- 1170 1141•/ !1.41.0 \. 11.1\[ 	 1•- 11701!111 11.11 n \• fl. N(
6 -	 11117/ 1.400 LA- •1.1	 t- 1116/2111/ 1•.411• I• Is.al!	 1E- 7170/1111 11.110 \. 11.1\(6- 1116/	 L\T• -11,0 16- 1170/1111 1.618 LA- 11.1 	 6- 1170/101/ a.1•a \1 I/. 1\[ 	 16- 1170/!12/ 1•.110 \• 10.1\(
1-
	
11141 -141.0 I1- 1170/! 1f/ 11.••8 LAT. 16.41 	 t- 111•/t •1/ 11.100 I . 11.41\(	 11- 1110/2111	 1.000 0 . 1t. al!
•-	 le- 117• -tf.6	 6/21.1 11.100 LA  1•.t	 0- 1110/tat/ 16.4100 1 • f/. 7\(	 141- 11/6/!11/ 11.1410 1 • t1. II(
19761#011 1.604 
L :T
•- 	 Utf • 11.0	 •- 1176/2101 Ii.•10 0 1 141. tl(	 11- 1116/!1•/ It.•Ir 1• tl.N(1•- 117{/111/ 16.4118 /1 T•	 •.•	 1•- 1170/!41// 11 11 n 1 . 11.10(	 141- 1111/fl E/	 0.41410 1 . 11.00(
TIME AS 7111/f11/M41411	 /IMO Al Tl 1Al•AT/841 Y0




t 11 1[/Cl Brf lL aI tT II LI IA lAA /8 IA•11
TIr[ II/ERIOI 1f P001	 /0 /2t!/!•.1fY 78 11161211/ 6.000	 TIME 10T/I1AL Ir ALIT 11/6/101/11. ofa 141 11161110/ 6 608
IMP-J
10
MAGNETIC LATITUDE YS MAGNETIC LOCAJ- TIME
•	 4141•	 119	 It 0	 1611	 H1•	 N0.R1{rETic LOCAL TIME IRfu111
,al[a01 g TAT1418 of flog La•[- afraEll
1171/ • /	 .••^ •. fl A(	 •- 1.16/ 67/ •.•418 I. 11.1\!	 -16 1116/ 1 / 141.•0• •. ft fA(
^- 11/6/^•^/ 1.•08 A • f6 N!	 1- 1_1}6/S411/ IT.108 A • )I. 6\( 16- 11.1 6/10/^1 1 /	 .4141 n •. 11 LOLI- 1116111•/	 1.•410 A• 11.41•! 141- •/•/1•^/ 1 .108 t• 111 /0( If-	 /1	 1.41./ 41. 1 . TAr
: 1 1:19 1 11.1.8 1. 11. II It 6!1/411/ 1 4141 n 
1• I/ 68j IS- 1.11/1
/
/ 11.11 n 4141 IL L•j
F 111.11116/ 11.1 8 A• ti. 11! 1^- 1111% 11/ 1 1.x•. 1^ f , 
:%2•- 11161 11/ 141.•1• \• ft /A(
tl
Olt 
t1 /1A1 /80 1 I R•11.





























III ► - J	 Imp-J
NOTATED INTO THE GSE 1-V PLANE
	
P A 0 1 E C T ED 0 N T 0 THE GSM V-t PLANE
-...	 •1t.	 -101.	 -11.	 ..	 11.	 21.	 1t.	 N .	 _.1.	 -!..	 -tt.	 •It.	 ..	 U.	 »	 7t.	 •e
t $so AMAIN 4.0111	 T 1s+ ICAPIN Plolll
IATINPO[TATIon of TIM: 0108-AIMIfOs	 111,I0PetTATi08 or TIME C081-/1Astos
	1- I: t•It lf/ I. AIM to T• -4.{ It- 1911 /ttl/ I1 1108 lAT • 18.0	 1- If e./21f/ /.11M 1 . 11.08[	 11- 1.11/222/ 9401• e • tt. n(
t- 1.71 	 tt .1f n Loi • -19.0 It- 1.11/!101/ I. 1t n lA/ • 1141	 !- 1.7111 Itr 101. 110 e • /1. N[	 1!- t.I1/t11/ 1140tH 0. 11. N[
	
1- tor1ill*/ 12.080 to T• -81.7 11- 1.1
: 1 :: .111   1.11 n LAT • 8042	 t- I:101/111/ 11.080 1. 11. N[	 lo- I.II/tt 1/ 1400• 0. 1/.N(
.- 1.71/!11/ 1.11 n LMT • -ll.O 14- 1.1 	 .:.1:: 1 : T• A1.1	 •- It/1/211/ f. N 0 1. 11.11[ 	 1.- 1.71/2t 1/ 1.. N A t • 11. te(to 	 l6T • • 01.2 It- 1.111214/ 11.11 n LOT . 41.8	 9- 1:11:1 tl7/ 11. 11t 1. 110. N(	 It- 1.11/it 4/ 1.080 1. 81..1(
	
o- 1.71 1211/ 1.08e LAT • • 1..1 11- I. 11/22 t/ t.O1 n LAT • 11.!	 /- /2 1/ ..111 1. 11 ..1(	 11- 19/111141 I..lOM o• f1. Nt
	
11. 11t Lo T• -f 4./ 1/- 1:f//t29/ I1411• LoT• 08.2 	 1- 1.71111:1 1.11 n t• if .lo(
	
11 1:-	 1//222/ 4.11 n t. 14 lot
	O- I:II/219/ 4.111 to T• -2249 1/- 1111/t!II I.9t• to T• 19.1	 o- 1111/21:/ 1:.11 n 1. 11. N(	 le- I:1/1221/ 2..081 e• 11. tot
:- 1:/1121:/ 21.1oll LAT • -11.2 19- 1./11221/ 21.9108 Lo/• 	 [•♦ 	 t- 1.111221/ 10.081 t• 1/.10( 	 1:- I.11/tt11 1/. 11M o• II.N(11- 1976/226/ !1.101 lAT• 	 1.8 tI- I:t//217/ If 010 lot• .(•[	 11- 1916/111, 15.046 1. 11.082	 101- I ♦11/121/ It.NM 1. /1.082
tl A. As VINIIAr-1 00 	 TIME t! T1 t1/111/•110
LA1 Is Ill /411110! 11 Itself.	 o If 111 CF1T.IC 111TIeC1 I/ too/0 .A.II
	
T1.1 IATII.AL Of PLOT 1 41112191 1.108 11 1.11/!!1/11.000	 11.1 11TfO9ol OF PLOT 1916/119/ 1.008 T1 11111111/11.001
I My
le











e	 410	 171	 1!M	 IAN	 !tN	 7411
MA1A1/IC LOCAL IlPf 1 n19411
11ftoPOfT nTI11 of /1M Clot-1080891
1 • 08291211/ 1.080 o A II. N (	1- 11»121:/ :.1 n o n N./o( I9- 19/91211/ 19.08• n • f/. n(
^
N TI1111/ II.U n t1 tl Je[	 •- 1:11/ 	 t1.^1 n 1• Ln( 11- It V' s's to 11.11• n • 11. n(
- 1:	 U.H n 1• !1. t t 10- 11 ►1/ 	 It. st 1•	4082 I/- 1:f1/1 91 {. qr t • H.N(4- 1.I0/1111/1011/11 1.11 n n • 11 .1`0^ 11- 11111 1 : ,,1/ 11. A 1•	 4082 U- 11 101/ L 31!.: n • 14. N(/- 111211/ 14 H• A• it. 11 	 1^- 1111/	 /	 ^.	 1 1 • lt. tO . 1.- ......... 	 A• 12.08(
t- 1. 17 1011/ 11. ie• •. li.^o	 14- 1.11%	 I 1 0.	 f 1•	
^ 101- I. to/It{/ 	 t• /1. n(
1111 t{ 1fon 1112/to tM
11.1 IATINVAL OF PLOT I. Tt/119 / 1.108 2219/1/101//It.081
ORIGNA 	 is







































-.e	 -ft.	 -t1.	 It 	 a	 IL.	 10	 71.	 40	 -.e.	 -te.	 -tt.	 -10.	 9.	 It.	 to 	 IT	 41.
• 651 IFASTM 0.011,	 1 SS. It.11H I.ell,
IrTlNelfoTle n or 7111( CN[-e111IBAIS	 INT[rer[TIlle/ or 7111( Cle[-oY1le[If
1- t77L/1!// 11.1eM t1T 1 -1.1 11- 1OI./111/ L.IIr IAT. 1012	 1- 1176/tf1I 11.440 1 . 11. OI(	 11- IOt11211/ 1L.11e 1• tl.fe(
t- 107{12!91 /. 01Y 111 1 -1111 11 . 197 ► /tie/ 24.000 LIT. 1111	 !- IO7L/f 161 r.990 t • iO. N(	 It- 1•I61t11/ 1.11 n r• t1. M!
1- 197 L/2!t/ 11.910 W. -35.6 11- 1971/ q t/ 11.190 UT. 18.7	 1- 19/6/1/:/ 35.e•6 1 • t1. tl(	 11- IOI612611 IL.NO 1• Ir. N(
0- 107{1221/ ....o LOT. -11.• le- 101{It)6/ 4.191 LOT. 41.1	 4- 107{/219/ 10.600 1. 11.71( 	 le- IO/1PILL/ /. 00A 1. 17. 1e(
f- 191{1229/ 19.000 L.1. • 41.0 1/- 101./!1./ 10.440 EAT. 4611	 e- LIT•1219/ 35.44 n o• )2.00(	 I4- ..../244/ 14.44• 1• IL.N(
{- 197 61 t)6 / {.440 LOT. -17. ♦ 1{ • 10161!97/ 9.00 n LOT. 10.1	 L- 111. /t le/ ":1446 t• 11.441	 16- 1114/111/ 1.440 1. 35.19(
/- IOI{1210/ 16.441 LIT. -44.1 11- 1116/f)// 20.440 LOT. 29.6 	 /- 1976/131/ 1.060 1• if .11(	 I1- 107./351 • 11.440 1. 14.0(
•- 19761111/ IS.44r LOT • -IL9 1•- 19/61 a)9/ 1/.000 LOT . IL./	 6- 19/4/1!1/ 44.44• A • 1{.44(	 U- 197./Laf/ 1.110 1. 11 II(
9- 19/1/!I// 19.110 ►ti . -1.e IO- 1976/279/ 6.000 LIT . -I.r	 •- 191122!	 .1 21.0.1 o • 1035(	 10- 19 e./!N/	 I• /l. N(
14- IOI./!/1/ •.•1/ L1 T . 11.1 t9- 19/6/!19/ 16.000 LOT . -11.0	 10- 1914
4
/351/ /1.999 1. 10.44(	 !0- 191./f 11/ 19.44 n e . !0.901
TIM of T(N/IOC/N10	 T1.4 as T44o/449/oNe
LOT If IS( L.TITYO[ le 0441[[f 	 t If e[I[1..... ........ II 44.1..00.1
	
T1.[ INTIIOAL /r PLOT 101.1221/tt 940 T9 10}01210/19.441 	 11.[ 1111	 0! I1.T 19I61f!//It.•NIs 197 /110/20.001
INP-J
ee	












-0641TIC LOCAL 1109 IMOUSSI
11T[o ►//taTIN N TIM C681-6u04416
1- 1976/1t // 11. 0Y .• 10.09(	 •- 19741 111 1	 9A 1.	 401 19- 1970/.	 .•I' M1- 19/6/721/	 4.Z A .• II. N((	 •- 191E/^t /	 ♦. ^• n 1.	 Lei 1 - IOt//116,••/	 6611	 // 9 . 11t- 1070/2761 1 • 0 1. 11.44( 10- 19/01 1^/ ^L. 1 n 1• ^ 111 I^-	 :/ • . 446.
•- IO 261120/ ^.•^• :• 21.01	 11- i971/^1 / ^.9. n 1•	 011 16- 1916/ •// t .440 9 • I1 ee966- 109{/!t 0/ 19.0• A	 11.1•	 11 - 1076/
10
 =e/	 ,01• I.	 111	 1- 9761	 / I^.e6. .• It M
^- 10/.1:/ 241/9 n .. /e. so	 1.. 10/tall	 ..1 n I.	 _9.1	
/i- 9211	 /	 6.•11 .. T r
TIM /6 1(41NO/44o1











Is,t6ntT/nn or TIM cool-sonless
1 -	 r•ru8	 •/ 11.06.	 .. @•	 •.1 ^- It	 /1 q/	 11. •	 t• 1,4:1 F1- 11/1/	
10/	 t16- I/CU ^11/ 0A.	 .• n nl6•.	 .. 1 .	 nl
^
1•16/2^U1Tr•/t4l/ •.66 . 	t• 11	 H I/.s•.	 ••	 t1	 1Af 111/1 • - 1116/ 11/	 11.• /	 /1 ••	 1.0•	 1.	 @ /l ( tt-	 It11	 •4/	 1 ^ 1••	 A• I/	 ••t
-	 113•/1 . 11 .61.	 •.	 11 11/6/^1
4t/
t^ , ^1	 0• I6	 Ne I6- 111{/^f 1/14- 1
	
TI/	 /6/	 1•
•1.	 •• /1 M(
•1.	 ♦• 	 11	 I/f-	 113•, 111/1.11,1 171 .411	 f•	 1:	 '. LIr. •t•	 .•	 1 •	 se l 1	 1	 tl/1	 - 1	 11/ •	 /	 11^/ /•	 f1	 Ilee11	 s•	 11	 IAe to- 1^7611711	 I6 11•	 •• 11 NI
^
-













IM ► - J
ROTATED INTO THE G S E t - r ► LANE



































-41	 -I8.	 - H	 -11.	 a	 11.	 ra	 1•	 N	 -.•	 -78.	 -!0	 -I6.	 s	 U.	 ti.	 It.	 •e
I {SE 11.41• ..0113	 . fin Host. 0.0111
INT[1P1tTIT•6• jr TIRE C@61-/ul/tlf	 I•I OP•t NTI6/ If 1L•l roll-8Y00[•s
1- 11111171/ 11.66• 111. -11.1	 11- If/11711/ t1.88N leT • It.•	 1- 11/1/17// 11.010 \• 1@.1•(	 11- II/1/t t1/ 1/.//N 1• if 76(
8- 1111/f/t/ I6. •• n [\T. 	 I!- 1111/01 t/ 14.11 n lAt • 11.1	 f- 1111 1116/ 11.11 n t• 11.1\(	 I1- 11/11817/	 I.8f4 t• 11.11!
s- 1171/111/ 21.•60 IAT. -11.1 11- 1111181@1
	
2.64N LAt • 10.1	 3- 11/1/111/ 1.11• •• 11.1•( 	 11- 11//1811/ 10.014 1 . 11 tle
1- 11161t•1/ 11.6.0 IIT. -11.1	 11- 1111/81@/ 16.110 let• 11.4	 •- 11 I1/j/1/ 1[.664 •• 11.0•( 	 14- 111111401	 /.•t n @. f1. @•(
1- 117111111
	
3.060 LOT- -11.1	 If- 1111/8111 6.lsN lIT 1 81.1	 1- 1111/t 1l/ t. 111 1. 11.0•( 	 If- 1111/810/ 11.11 nA
{- 11111141/ 16.01M lIt• -11.1 I6- 111{/1 11/ ft.ssN OAT • l/.t	 /- 11/1/112/ I/.004 1 . 11.0•(	 11- 1111 /f 11/ 6 ••0 •.11.11(
1- 141•/1 47/
	
1.00 n L61• -17.1	 I7- 11/1/!1 6/ 11.s8N 111. If .•	 f- 111{/1111 1.100 •. sf. 0•(	 I7- 117{/t/1/ IO .ItY 1. 11.1•(
l- 1111/1111	 f.l@0 IAT. -1.6 I6- 111.11111 f.6sN LIT • -1.1	 A- 11/1/111/ 11.00/ \. 11.08(	 is- 1176/!16/	 6.000 t • 11.1@(
/- 117{1141/
	
1.000 LII•	 •.@ 11- 11/6/211/ 18.s8N LOT • -16.1	 7- 11761111/ If .010 \. s1. 6\(	 14- 10711111/ 1.00 0 1• /0. N(
10- 111111461	 1.000 LIT • 16.1	 10- 111{/!1f/ t/. 11• A • Is. 01(	 !s- 1111/!f l/ !1.600 1• it. ►•(
TI6[ 1{ 111 Al/614/N1 111	 1111[ If 1[H /1II/0f 111
OAT If ff[ LAIITY/[ 1. 0101 t1f 	 • I0 6[0[0 nTllc llfTell t• 1111• •60It
	
TIRE 1/11111Y/L O/ PLOT 1116/!f1/Il. is" T• 11r6/!11/24.00N 	 Oil[ I6/l\IAL Or PLOT 1176/111/18.660 10 11/6/111/14.10•
IM ► -J
Is	
MAGNET IC LATITUDE VS MAGNETIC LOCAL TIME
TIM U 1(A1 /6ATJ•lle





MO T AT E 
	
INTO THE GSE [ - V PLANE










.I.	 -.0.	 -10.	 -!I.	 -11.	 •.	 10.	 71.	 lo.	 .f.
l CSE 'CANT" [110111	 I ism I[AOTN 010!11
INT [[0[[7071[0 If Till[ Cfe[-RUNS[[[	 INT[NOA[T ATIOA of TIN[ Co0[-RUNo[Nf
1- 1 ► f//!f!/	 LOON	 10 T• • 21.• 11- 1111 1 171/ 11.00N l0T • 11 . O	 I- I9/1/77! / 	LOON A• 11. IN(	 11- 1071 /!91/ 11.fON !• 70.7[[
!- II//Itf!/ 11.00x	 L01 . -12.0 It- 1171 /!!1/ o.ofN L01 • 11.!	 t- 107{/[7I/ If .00M n • ]1.{![	 1!- 1 0 1111 91 / II.fON [• 1I, 90(
1- 111 ► /2!7/ I.IeM l0T • -11.1 I7- II71/tf 91 21.I4N LAT • 10.0	 1- If/112111 9.44A A . /t. M(	 I)- IOI{/l1O/	 LOfM A • 1{.101
1- If/I/271/ Io.00 x l.T• -1e.0 11- 10711214/ o.a,N L01 • 1e.i	 I- 117{/1511 f1. OOM A • 77.1N(	 11- If ///t1O/ 11. OfM A • ]f. 10(
!- If 71/2!0/ 7.06x	 La'• -17.0 19- 11111114/ 11.041 L0 i• I4.t	 f- If7{/t!1/ o.:O N N• 1..10(	 If - IOII/211/ LOON n • 71.10(
1- 1,7112501 to.10x L0T• -11.1 11- 1071/2111 LOIN LOT. ]7.O 	 /- 111{1191/ f1.O0« A• if .00(	 11- 10 /1/!111 II.00M A • 17. /[(
t- If /t/t t1/ II.00N :OT. -72.1 I1- 1011/2111 to. of 	 LOT+ 11.1	 T- II %1I f// I. ION A. 71.1A(	 IT- 101{/t1!/ ,.ION A. 12. 1A(
0- 1111/!!1/ LOON LAi • -IO.1 If- 1 0 111117 / IO.f4M LOT+ 10.0 	 •- 1171/!!f/ 51.5,1 A• 11.11(	 lo- 1111/21!/ 1....A A* It.ON(
9- If 71/777/ f.4IM L0T • 	1.O If- 1,11/t{1/	 I.f4M lAf1	 •.]	 ,- If 71/251/ II.00N 1. 10.tA(	 19- 11 i1/!1]/ o.I4A N. 11..1(
	
IO- 111117771 Was* LAT. 11.7 !O- 1111/!11/ A. 441 /Al+ -f t.1	 14- 1071/711/ 9.O0N 1. 10. 1A(	 !I- 1111/t1!/ LOOM Is 71..01
TIN[ AS T[AA/507/1000 	 TIN[ A5 7[AA /OA7/NO U1
LAI IS IS[ LATIT04[ 1 n 0[I01[S	 1 If 1[1 CE ATAIC IIItORC[ IN [11TH ANI11
	
TIN[ INT[N9AL Or .LO1191./191121.00. Ta 1.711214/ 1.01.	 TIRE IRT[A/AL OF PLOT 1171/29112 4 * ON TO 1111/211/ 1.Os"
IMP'J












.1e	 u•	 1 »•	 I.00	 tea•	 :.ee
N46OFTIC LOCAL 1109 INOUN11
INTIMPIRTAT10% AI TIM COO[-NRNI[A[
1- 10/1/lf t/	 1.441 A• Io. 7A( 	 1 . 19/1/ 14/	 1.00A 1• U.M( 11- 1 •'• 1571 II.W. A•. . fATf- If /1/I7!/ II.oIN A• II.^N( 	 9- 1911/^I / t7• oN A• 10.11 n 1	 / •1/	 • .4ON N• 1 /A/- 1971/1 if/ 	 . o4e A• It. N( IO- 19/1/11/ It. 00N 1. 1/. to ii t^- 1•;•/ /1/I	 f•. 40« A• 7 t•^
•- 19111555/ IT. ofN 0+11. N ( 11- 191{/1f o/	 • • N A• 14. IIi 1 - HH' 11/ Io.eeN I. f 1.11,11/,,1/	 T.00N 0. 11. 1A(	 It- 191{/ff o/ tI/A 9. II.IN	 1^- 19 /11^•I/	 ,,ION n • 1 .•T911 /tf./ 2f.ol n A• H IN( 1!- 1911/119/ 1 	 0 1. / 7 .II	 !O- 1911/111/ 11.411 1• 1 1.1
. 916/1951 If.f1N 1. 1/. IN ( 	1.- 1911/!Ie/	 t S If A . 11. oA(
TIME AO /f 0N/[07/N/00















































AOT AT ED INTO THE GSE T - V ► LANE
	












0	 .00	 too	 1700	 1.00	 logo	
1.00
M..NIT/[ loco, TIOt "O"s,
IMT 1n11I1A11eN or TTMe cool-3u11/(As
1- / g i g /2601	 7.00" N. 11.00(	 0- / g i g /I g o/ 11.01" to 1I. 010(	 15- 107//!/1/	 /.eeN \. 1T. 0311



















- -0 	 -30	 -20	 -I0.	 0	 If 	 70	 Io.	 •0	 -.1.	 -11.	 •20.	 -lo.	 0.	 to	 to	 !!.	 •0
I Gsf IF.01N A.OIII	 I Ill" II.NTN FAD111
	
INTE3P09TATie11 Or TIN/ CIOP NYNf [Af 	 INTO\!3[TATIIN OF TIN[ Cto[-Nu001*5
1- 11/1/240/	 1.1110 IAT . -1..5	 11- If/./!/1/	 f.feN L.T. 42.1	 t- 1111/111/	 I.olF t • 01.10(	 11- 1071/!/1/ 11.11/ 1. 7t. 1\!t- 1011/71!/	 4.0110 /AT . -!!.^	 1!- 1011/!11/ tO.OfN LAT s 11.1	 Z- 11/1/if//	 1.00E A• 12.43(	 It- 10 T1/t /l/ 11.01A \a !!. 1\(1- 10 76/269/	 LOON LAT- -11.1 11-	 71/!/t/	 4. of 	 LAT. 40.1	 1- 1011 /t 1!/ IT.00N 0. 11. !\[	 It- 1011/1 /tI	 LOOM A• 34.4\(
!- 1071/711/ 10.01" LAT- -11.4 11 . 1
10
0/1/l/tI t0. 0IM LAT . 11.1	 0- 1011/211/ 1. 01F A• I1. !\(	 14- 10/1/!77/ 41.040 A • I1. 1\[
5- 10/1/7111 II. olN IIT a -11.0 1!- 10111211/	 (.(f0 LAT. 15.1	 !- 1011/!11/ IO.00N \• 1l. 1\( 	 11- 10/1/t 71/	 /.4010 \• 10.1\[1- 10111111/ 2 6:	 lIT• -10.1 1.- 10/./!11/ 21./00 LAT• 16.1 	 / - 	 6.olN \• 01.13(	 11- 10/1/!/1/ tt. 01A \• II. M(
1- 1011/!1// 71.olN 1117 • 	10111214/ 11.is4 LAT . 11.1	 /- 101./217/ 11.04" 1. 14. ol ( 	I/- 1071/ti4/ I.ol " \• 74.1\(O- 1011/210/ I/.olN LAIa -T,0 le- 1011/!15/ 10 40N LAT- -4.4	 0- 1011/21f/ 1.000 N• 17.41(	 10- 10/1/!10/ 10.10• 3a 17.!11(
0- 1011/!11/ 1/.OeM 4111•	 10.1	 4- 11/1/!f4/ 10.olN 11 . 11.011(	 It- 1071/215/ 11.00" 3a 12.10(
If- 101612701 11.$@0 LAT-	 12.7	 10- 1011/160/ II.olN N. 14.111( 	 to- 1011/2111 12.010 Aa 14.511(
TIME .1 TIAM/111TIN4YN 	 110[ I[ It 1111/4117/Ne YO
	
LAT If Of[ LATITUDE IN e[OA[tf	 A 11 O[0 C[Nt31C elf T. n C[ IN ...I. ...II
	
TIM IATTINTPL OF PLOT 10161164/ 6.600 It 1111/171/19.0010 	 TIME INTENTAL OF PLOT 10761264/ A. Of n Tf 1011117/1/12.400
IMP'- J





























IM ► - J
	 IM ► - J
ROTATED INTO THE GSE I-V PLANE








-19.	 -I0.	 0	 II.	 11.	 It.	 •0	 -H.	 -!1.	 •t1.	 -11	 a	 It	 19.	 11.	 .1
r iSI 1[A11Tw 1`10111	 7 (S. I1Jr7. 11111!
11T[nm1TUN of 7101 clot-lo11lo1	 llTloulfatilo or tong cut-IVOflot
1 - 1771/111/ 17.114 111. -II.1	 11 - Iff 1/112/ 22 114 l41• 71.7	 1	 1/t ♦/1 I•/ 11.111 1• II .1\( 	 11- 1771/217/	 1.111 \• 11.111
1- 1711/!I1/ 17.11• LIT• -11.1 12 . 1711/l11/ 11.194 l4T• 11.1	 1- 1771/211/ •1.111 1. 17.11(	 11. 17///l171 14.192 \• 71.1111- II/1/171/ 11.114 LAT. •.1.4 12- 1771/114/ 22.111 L11. 771	 1. 1111/211/ I.lo2 \. 17.42I	 II- 1711118 4 1 1.4r1 \• 71 1ff
4- II///171/ 1!.111 LIT. -11.2 14- II/1/217/ 1!.112 l41• 71.
.
1	 4- IIl•/ ► f1/ 14.191 1. 11. 121	 17. 17/1/117/ 1.191 \• 1I to:/- II///III/ 1.11 n LIT . -11.1 19- II/t119// 4.111 L/I. 11.1	 t- 171 ♦/111/ 1. 11 M 1.71.1\f	 It• 1711/211/ 14.17• \• It. NI/- II///!)I/ 24.111 117 . • 11.1 I1 • II7//1\// 19.N4 lrT. 11.1	 /- 11711!11/ 11.111 \. 11.1\f 	 it- 17/Iil11/ 4.71 n \` If.1\I1- 1171/1111 21.114 LIT• -I,2 IT- 17/4/211/ I1.lo1 Lrf • -I.i	 1- 17/1/191/ 1.111 4. 19.141	 I/- 191412161 11.111 \. 11.1111- 1174/241/ 19.114 L4i. Il.t 	 I- 1111/111/ 17.190 \• 21. 2If 	 11- 1971/211/ I.tt1 \. 1/.111
9- 11/41141/ 11.110 14Tr 11./	 9- 1111/111/ 1.111 \• 71.1\f 	 17 1110III 1.191 1. 11.11111- II/112171 1.111 11 Tr 12.111- 1111/112/ 4.111 \• II.loI 	 i1- II/I/191/ 11. •t4 1. I2.10f
T101 41 719	 711211\/147/1\1\	 11111 t1	 17/141\
11T If 111 L/TITVII 11 Oil4f 11	 A If 4(1 Cf /T 41[ 111/1911 I\ t.... 41111
	
1111( IITlo71t of r/1T 1711/211/It •14 T1 17 /1/11111t.t14	 7111( IIT1974L IF PLII 1171/111/11.114 IN II /I /f 11/11.111
IMP - J


























.ae	 'e1	 11 ^e	 -- 1 leo	 tee\	 +•aI
111 i11 7 !C lOC 1`l 71111 I.e Vrs1
1 4 7 910291/T1/e 1I Tin g clog-/411194
	
II/1/l 711 II.191 1 • t 194	 4- II/1/ t/ 14.14. 1. II.ng	If- 17 1 1/!19/	 114 1 . 19.191
^- 1111/I/1/	 1.114 \• 2 3 f2f	 I- II/t/	 / 1 144 4. 11.12	 1/- IIT// 1t/ I^.lo4 \• 4.I2!- 1111/^I1/ 11.114 2• lf. 19l 11- II/// 	 /	 .191 1 . 11.1\	 11- 17 tt/ 19/	 I.lo1 t.	 .•\^
1- 1711/ 111	 4.114 4. 74. 1NI 11- 1711// !•.111 2. 71.1\ 	
11- 19 toI1f/	 1.11• 2.	 .t
1- 1111/t 11/	 1.19 n 2. u
•
. \ 	 It I 	1711/	 /	 /. 11M \. 71.111	 ++II. 1111/ It/ II.114 1. 1 .f1
I- 1711/	 22119/ 1 1.114 r• t . 19l 14- 17111 41 11.194 2. 1I 19^ fl III ►/i19l 11.111 \.! .t:^
Time11 Tutif17/.IV2


















ROTATED INTO TINE GSE t - V PLANE
Mr-J
P A 0 j E C T E D 0N i 0 TINE GSM Y - Z 'LANE
-10.	 -70.	 -16.	 -1$.	 a.	 1s.	 !t.	 70	 •0.	 -910	 -70.	 -It.	 -10	 0.	 10.	 20.	 10	 rc
I IS[ I96NTN 0.0111	 V asa ([APT. 010111
j	 ITtaratTOTIIO IF TIRE coot-ronat01 	 Irtq ra[Ti911H 091 Tta2 ctrl-0rM[0f
1- 1076/214/ IL lla LtT• -N./ 11- 11/1/206/ I 
I
7.N1	 79.2	 1- 1010/2((/ IO.HN A• 7t. q (	 11	 199161 t • f/ 1•HM t1 Ilf1.lN(




 71.0	 1- 1016/180/ 9.01M N• 11.ta1	 1 7 - 1 16/2911 I1. 01N a1	 .la(
1- 1011/!90/ It.t4N LAT1 -10.6 11- 1076/ro7/ 12.40M LAT . 10.1	 7- It///201/	 7.00N A• I1.N 1	17- 19r6/TO6/ :I.IOM a• II.N(
•- 10/6/211/	 l.1tw LA T• 17,0 1 •.- 	 6.$ON loT • 7I.t	 1- 10/6/.01/ fl 61M A• I1. 11(	 11- 191612070	 1.00N a• 7/. 0a(
!- lo///tot/	 1.40M LMI • -70,1	 If- 10/6/701/ tt. 60M loi • 10.7	 !- 191 //t 11/	 I.1fN 1• t0. 70(	 If- 10761/01/ to .00a t• 11.0x(
•- 1076/!1t/ 11.01N l.T 1 -1.1 1{- 1976/t 11/ 17.00N LAY • 	t.0	 1- 19/1/!4!/	 [.f1N n . 76.tN(	 16- 1916/1011 I.00r 1 • Ii. H(
1- 1936/tot/ II.00M LOT. 	 0.0 17- 1016/7((/ 11. Of 	 LAT • -14.0	 1- l0 • {/21l/ 11.0ON a• 76.fa( 	 11- 10/6/719/	 1.00a 1. 11.10(
I- 1016/1+1/ If .01M /AT1 21.1 	 I- 1076/291/ •.•ON t• 17. 7a( 	 It- 1011/!11/ II.NO 0117. Ia(
0- 1076/2991	 0.01M lOT1 71.1	 0- 1076/!91/ 1/.IOM A• 11. N(	 10- 10/6/1111 I.IO* A • It. 1a(
10- 197612051 t1.10M LoT• 76.6 	 10- 1076/291/	 I. OOM A• 10.N(	 10 = 1076/7011 11 .110 n ' 31.411
TINE As VENN/row/MOON	 Ile[ as il6a/rAi/NN
lOT IS 11[ LATIT091 III0E/NEE3	 N IS 1/6C20TNIC ttf 110 c( 10 foal* N1 ► 11
	
















N111111CLOCAL 11M1 IMO VNSI
INrtlr oft II IIN N Tta/ clot-rlaola!
1- I0///711/ 10.1oN 1 1 1!.10(	 o- 1171/!011	 f.16a 1. 77. N(	 11- 1111/!•r/	 1.19 • t• //.N(
1- 10111291/	 4.IIN a1 ll.la(	 •- 1111/101/ 11.11 n 1 . 11. ta(	 16- 11/1/1091/ (1.x1 1 N• 16. as
1- II/I/709/ 71.I1N t• Il. tf(	 11 . 1111/191/	 1.11a 1 1 11. M( II- 1011129!1 t1 911• N• /f.N
1- 19/1/201/ 17.00N t• •. IN(	 II- 11/11201/ 11. o1N x 1 10. 1a( 11- 1111/211/	 7.1 1. •. /7. Mj
!- 1011121!1	 1.00N A • I. la(	 It- 1911/10 r/ II.otO A• lt. N(	 19- 1016/100/ At 11• A• It. N(
► - 10/6/t 01/ 10. 11N a1 I. N(	 I/-	 1/11//	 1.(IN 0111.11( 71- 19/11111/	 0 911. r. 37. N
I- 1016/!91/	 0.06. a1 I• M( 1 1 - •111!01/ 1!.100 a• 11.10(
Tl at 1f it 1N/Iai/Ol to




IM ► - J
ROTATED INTO THE GSE I-Y PLANE
	
































-10.	 -)0.	 -11.	 -i/.	 0.	 I1.	 t0	 )0.	 1t.	 '•.0.
	 -)f.	 -21.	 -10.	 /.	 10,	 !1.	 !1.	 N .
10SI t[1OTN I.OI11	 I i7N 1F\OTN 0N0111
INTI\/119TATION OF TIN[ Coo( - oYNIE ef
	1 n'1RPRITAT102 01 TIME C10[-\011\[\6
1- 1971/111/	 I. oON LAi . -29.1	 II- 1111/)11/ j.oON LAi• 11.0
	 1- 1171/)11/	 LOON \• 11.16(	 11- 11 ){/711/	 1.160 1. 1I.1\[
j - 11/1/71!/ I.IIN	 LAi • -10.1 It- 1171/)11/ 19.610 lAT • 71.!
	 !- 1110/711/ 11.O1M \• 11.{\[ 	 It- 11/1/111/	 1.060 \.10.1\[
2- 1170/717/ 0.100	 LAT. -lj,1 11- 117{/710/
	 1. 0:N LIT. 7 j .,	 f- 1111/11!/ 1.OIM \• 12.011[ 	 17- 117{/111/	 1.010 1. 10.1\[
1- 1171/111/ 01.440 LAT •
 -ZZ.O 11- 97{/711/ 
to 4@ 	 OT. 14.0
	 •- 1170/111/ 1.00. \• 11. tog	 11- 1111/711/ 17.660 A. 11. 1\[
9- 117{/711/ lO.O1M LOT .
 -7.L 11- 111{/711/ 11.160 LAT• 11.6	 O- 1110/711/ 0O. 01M \• 71.!\[	 11 - 117{/710/ 6.660 A• 10.0\[
{- 1190/11!/ I/.IOM LA 	 /.k 10- 111{111!1 9.•OM lAT • -1.•	 [- 1111/711/	 7.440 1s 19.1\F	 10- 117{/111/ !1.060 I. 19.70(
/- 117{/70{/ 11.•1. LA T.	 I..I :l- 1111/111/ 1.00 N LA1 • -21.7	 T- 1171174!1 2.110 n * 10. !\[	 I/- 1171/111/	 9,110 It 21. M(
I- 1171/107/ 7.000 LAT• 29.4
	 0- 1171/149/ 11.010 4. I1.j\F	 to 	 1176/711/	 L	
29.4416
OON \. 21.
1- 11/1/1.7/ j).0/0	 LOT. 2! !
	 1- 1176/166/ 1.110 O . 74.1\[	 11- 1111/710/ 17. IIN \. 	 6(
11 - 191{/764/ I). ION LOT. 70,0
	 10- 1176/766/ 1/.11 0 \• 7/.OAF	 t1- 11/11717/ 6.140 0. 11.10(
TIN[ of TE Oo/17 V /Ne UO	 TIN[ h7 VEA\/9AV/NOUo
917 17 6f[ LATIT119E 1 N 1[10[[7	 n t7 1[O C[N TAI[ ........ to Cho y . &.III
	
TIME INTERVAL OF PLOT 1971/14./Z 1.410 TO 1971/111/ 6.00M 	 Tt nI 107169.1 I7 IlOT 14761240124.90" TO 1176/111/ 6.0o.
I AP+J
.e	












0	 111	 111	 1141	 1L1•	 e
MAGNETIC LOCAL 7101 tN000f1
INTI11\ETAtIIn of TIM Loss-rY00E\/
	
1- 1111/111/	 1.610 n . lI.MF	 [- 1176/191!
	
Hil1.11.1\F1I
11!411 11.060 \. 11.99E	 ♦ - 1111!101/ 	 \. IG1nG 11
/741/	 8.000 R. 11.0:1, 10- It/6i 100 1r 2. 11. 1•F II- 117•/11 n/ t.000 	. fO
9- I1E1/711/ 11410 	 1\j11- 19,6/107!I1.N[1171/111/6.14M 1. l.t\F 1E- 1111/107/ 1 	 A t• 7t. •\i 1	 111/ 1 / 	 n .G.
19,1/101/ 
1I'll. [N t. loF If- 1111/110/ 	 n 0. '0.•n 	 t0- 111 //16	 11.09 n n •11.12[
	
11.92,	 14- It's/111/ !7.990 A. 4.421
'101 AI /120/9\1 /YI YO
1119 111719VAL 14 PLO, 141611.6 /11.010 1919/6/111 / 6.090
9041 t.0
I





















ROTATED INTO THE GSE t - V PLANE
I MP-J









	 -30.	 -20.	 -lo.	 0.	 10	 20.	 30.	 .0	 -•0	 -f0	 -10.	 -It.	 1.	 it 	 10	 11.	 of.
t 6S[ IIA.,N 1101,,	 9 $SO I9I1TN 11011.
IN7[wrwtT ITION of TIME Cle[-ru110tNf 	 INT[wrw[IITION L: itnl C1 O[-rYOe[If
1 - IIf1/117/	 7.00M	 L1i • -21.{	 II- 1111/1j1/ 11.00. 11T. 11.1	 1- Itf{/111/	 /.fOM w• 11.1[[	 tl- 193 1/711/ 11.eeM [• 71.IO(
!- 1171/11\/ If .00M Lwf • -11.7 I!- 197{11!!/ \.1011 11T. 1\.1	 2- 111{/21\/ \.00M I. 21.111(	 Ij- 197{ /f te/ 3.3011 O. 71.811(2- 1171/111/ 22.000 -L wi • -21.1	 12- 197613221 1/.110 LYT• 81.1	 I- 117{/)If/	 1.8011 I • fl.Ow(	 If- 1171/)21/ Z .feN [• )1. IN(
\- 117{/111/ 10.00. LIT • -11.\ 1\- 1111/ftf/ 12.04% LIT • 1\.1	 \- 11111111/ 1\. 8011 1. 22.11(	 1\- 197112ti/ 11.00. O. 2I.\[(
e- 11/6171// Il. ::N LIT•	 I.1 I1- 1171/1!\/ LOON LIT• -1.2	 1- 117:/311/ 9.0111 w• 3\.00(	 I!- 1171/)28/ 1.6911 O• 36. [
{- 1171/130/ 11.00. LIT•	 17.1 11- 1171/f j\/ 2f.$IN LIT • -IT.\	 1- 117:/!11/ 10.01. t• 21. IN( 	 11- 1111/121/ 9.0011 w• 1 \.Zw(t- 117{/!I1/ ,.BO N LIT• j7.t	 7- 1171/!II/ T. 0111 w • 11.111(	 11- 19VA/12// 17.00. [• 11.0w(O- 1:761111/ 2).80lqr:/Sto/r Llia 1\./	 8- 11;1/)10/	 1.0011 I. 17.70(	 I8- 1171/121/ '1.01. w • )1.00(9- 117:/110/ 13.80N LITa 11.1 	 9- 1171/1101 0.0011 w• 10.iw(	 19- 1171/1t O/ I.fOM /• 11.10[
10- 1911/121/ 2.10" 11T• 11.1	 If- 11;11)11/	 ).0011 w• f0. tog	 !e- 1\71/320/ 18.ofN I . 10.11(
710[ If 1'[10/0:1/NOYO 	 11111 If 9[11/811 194 YI
LIT IS 0S[ LITITYO[ Ir 11 t0 [[f	 w If Ote Cl Niw it IIf 1111C[ IN !1111. 111011
	
TIME IeT[NeIL Or ILOT 1971/111/ I.... T. 19/1/12!/12.00.	 ITHE INT[N91L IF PLOT 1971/11// 1.0011 TO 1971/It/I1t. 19•
IMP - J

















0	 •0o	 see	 ,tee	 1110	 1000	 f•ee
.1fO97iC LOCAL 71.9 INOVOSI
I NT[} ►wtf liter or T10t C891-NIIlltee
1- 11 /1/I U/	 7.	 N A •
•
 II Jw(	 1- 191:1)1/1 2e.fe. w . I;. Ie( I8- 11/1/11!/ II.NN w• f{. H(
Z- 11T1/11 )/ t/. ^ I N N•	 0	 IN(11.011(	 1- 19/11110/	 1.01	 t. Ie.	 11- 11 11/21 2. 12.11. .. 33.11(
1- 19/1111\/ IZ.	 r A	 1.tw ( le- 1110/131/	 I.eoO /• 31.01\(	 1/- 11101312/	 1.0011 N • 2\.te(
\- 1171/118/
	
9.01M A • lt. M( 11- 111{/111/ 11.1011 e• /1. Iw( 10- 11T//II21 19.80. w • tf .1e(l- 1111/111/ t .eeM t• 11. M( 11- 19/611[61 9.0011 N• 19. M( 1:- 101:/!t\/ 18.0011 t• 11.10(1- 191{/11 /	 ^.00. w• 1\. IN( 11- 1111//801 10.S1M 1. 10.7/( 29- 19t//2Z 8/	 1. eeN I . /1. N(/- 1971//11 1 	\.eeM w • 1:.11(	 1\- 11101110/ 	 1. 00 1. 2O.Iw(
,111( Of ,t/1/119/.B YN
1101 INT/OVAL Of PLOT 1171/211 / :.000 10491 61210 /II. SO -1N
45
IAP - j	 IAP - J
A 0 T A T E 0 INTO THE G S E I - V PLANE
	





























-•e.	 -)e.	 -tI	 -u.	 4.	 u.	 re	 1e.	 1I.	 ••f.	 -14.	 -J6	 -le	 ..	 I..	 I1.	 )1	 a.
• [Sr 1[N TN 0.D111	 1 61 . 1a ge?. 0.1111
Innr1(TrTl911 Of T14t ten-AN•n) 	 inuntTtTl•• Sr TIM C•SI-•Yl1•!o1
1- 11 ►1//IS/ II.nN L61• -j1.t '1- 1116/11// 11..00 LAT . f1./	 1- I. t. /IU/ IIotO 1+1t. 2oj	 11- 1171/)11/ I1.6I0 0. 1/. N(!- 1111/1JI/ Sal:
	
ltT. -11.0 it- 117{/111/ 1.600 LAT a 11.1	 !- 111 {/2f 1/ LION 1. 11. Nj 	 12. 1111/1)!/ 1.060 t• 11. M(
i- 1. 1 1/2l •/ 11..1 M 1r1. -11.1 	 1.- ItT//!1// If .O.N lAl • N .1	 1- 1171/!17/ /.•f n 1• lj. 64(	 1!- 1111/114/ 14.[6 0 r • IS.71(
•- 1/;.1110/ 4..0• 1. 0• • 10,1 1/- 117{1111/ T.NN LOT • n.1	 ♦ - 117{/:IT/ 21. Of 	 1 . 121%	 1•- 11/.1111/ 1•.110 A• I0. 11(
/- IIt11It1/ , 610 L.T• .j.1 If- 19761839/  j1.NN lAT • 	/.t	 5- 11111111/ 1..00 A • 11.11(	 If- II/I/111/ I.fIN 1 . 11. to(
6 • 1 11. 0 )1.1 l...N	 LrT• 11.!	 t.- 1171/17{/ le. •1N 161• • 11.1	 1- 111 ► /111/	 I.N• 1• /..Ae(	 1 ► - 11/1/111/	 •.160 A• 11. N(
	
if tl/110/ t•.en0 161+ n ./ I7- 1111/1[7/ 16. N N LOT- -16.7	 I- 11/1/111/ If .11 n 1. 11.611	 1?- 11/1/111/ 16..40 1+ 11.14(
)- 1171/1!1/ 16. 010 LAT. 21.2	 1. 11/111 U/ 1.440 1• i5. n( 	 If- 11711111/ 1. 0•A 1• )1. N(
► - 117611/7/ •.IOC LA7• 66.1	 1- 1116/111/ 14. at It 4. 11.u( 	 11- 11 /1112 t/ /.ION 1 • I1. Nj16- 11711/)1/ ll. e!N /6i • 21,1	 14- 1116/111/	 4.040 4. 11.52(	 20- 117611311 1e .110
TIN(AS VIN166V/NeV6	 1111! N Vlt4/fAT /n[6
LOT 1:. [{T l6TiT Use 1. 6[H[lf 	 A 1{ 6f6t1n41t 611/6411 1 n 16610 6N 11
	
TIAi INTO VAL 4 1 • iS l 1/1/111/12.000 Tf 111. /).7/16.0..	 T1 M' ISTIIV[L 4f PLOTIV76/121/Il.If* If 11761111/16 ION
IA ► -^
•o
MAGNETIC LATITUDE VS MAGNETIC LOCAL TIME
I
e	 ...	 4.1	 left	 1.44	 love	 :.
46611 T IC LOCAL TIPI IN106
INTUP6lTn ION or 1101 toll-e.01fn
1- 111{1111/ It.nN t• II. N( 	 v- 1.11//1•/	 • • • 1. / N	 If- 11/1/11// 	 I..O n •• fl. WASf- IITI/If{/ l6.0mIt. n(	 1- 1.16/ •/ 1 .••2 1• [S.1•	 1	 11111/ // 10.0 n •• )I.N!= 	 t• )I.fe	 1•- 1. /•/ t/. ••• •. 11. to 	1t• 1•Mi.
•
/	 1•• 1.N	 1^- 171/1•.
•/.  4• I.N	 1 - 11 	/••.lN
f- 11/6;1191	 0. i- f1. 	 111111/- 	 1 i	 ^^l•1 	 1/11
/{/111 / f.HO t• O1. MM
11 Of N '164 1t6 '/010
































ROTATED IN70 THE GSE 9-Y PLANE
	





























-10.	 •]0.	 -!6.	 -1e.	 1	 10.	 20	 ]0.	 10.	 -.0.	 -1t.	 -70	 -to	 0	 10.	 !0	 IB	 10
I SSE 11101. 01D111	 • 65. (Feel. 110111
16710 ► o[i6t106 OF TIRE too[ - oY0t1.f	 INF[NP691YT111 of T1•[ t0 t[ -6..f[Y s
1- If 71/IlI/ 17.00. L6T. -77.5 	 11- 1111/]17/ 10.160 LY1 . 71.1	 1- 117{/])// 10.07 • A•l1. 76(	 11- IV71/!11/71.060
Z- 1111/)11/ 10.000 L01• -)1.! I2- 1111/111/ /. 010 1,YT . 11.o	 Z- I1 151!]0/ 0.066 1. 71. lot	 If- 1175/)1 1 /	 /. t10 9. t0.)9[
)- 1111/1111	 1.00M 1$T . -37.8 17- 117{/111/ at. 660 Lot. 27,1 	 1- 1111/]11/ 6..60 \121.16(	 If- 1171/117/ Z.00Y N . 10./6(1- 111{/110/ Io.610 L ♦ T• -11.1 11- 11/1/]11/ 17.100 LNT • 17.1	 1- 11//116/ 7.060 N. 11.26( 	 11- 1175/]17/ 12.600 0. 11.061
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